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PHYSICAL cnggcwnnrs-rgcs or THE coggar. nurses on‘ ma SOUTH-WEST

coigg or INDIA wmn g mrmpm T0 smmr THE P0_§§IBLE RELATIONSHIP

WITH smnxmz, Mgcxnam. AND mcnovr FISHERIES.

1. I N'T ReO D U Q T ; O N

The potential fishery resources of the Indian ocean have

been estimated by several wonkers. Panikkar (196?) estimated

that the output which is at present around 2.5 million metric

tonnes could reach 20 million metric tonnes per annun towards

the close or the century. According to Prasad et a1 (1969) the

potential harvest could be 39-11.0 million metric tonnes. After

considering the present level of world exploitation they have

estimated the anual sustainable yield to be around 11 million

metric tonnes. Jones and Banerji (1960) have estimated the ann
ual yield from the continental shelf around the Indian sub—cont

in ent . (Table-la)

The UNDP/FAO Pelagic Fishery Project has estimated the

average mackerel and oil sardine resources within the Project

area along the south.Iest coast of India (hetwee Ratnagiri on
the west coast and Tuticorin on the southueast coast) to be of

the order of 300,000 and l+00,,OO0s tonnes respectively. Existence



_$ab1e-1,

Estimated annual zield of ‘Marine Q sherx resources from

the Gonfignetal shelf around the Indian Sub-cont1nent.,

"'_"==:==-‘=23: 2  3332333: =3=3'.'!=§
Present product1on(t) Estimated Prodnct1on(t)

Region Demersal Pelagic Total Demersal Pelagic Total

West coast 130,000 470,000 650,000 577,000 1,020,000 1.597.000
of India

East coastof India 65600 1h?000 21260 103000 672000 815000
Lakshadweep& Negfigibleo 16000 16000 700 22000 29000
Maldives

Andaman& 0 100 200 300 4000 8000 12000Nicobar

=3”-'-6333 8=33$3 B== =3‘389B3R338838338=3'888§33BHB23B8‘88=3=fl=:=:'.== ‘£883:
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of resources of considerable magnitude of anchovy (white-bait), cat

fish, ribbon fish, horse mackerel and shallow water mix comprising
of silver bellies, golden scad, butter fish etc, were revealed durb

ing the investigations conducted by ths_ProJect (1971-1978). 0!
these, white-bait was most dominating with an average standing stock

of over h00,000t. Horse mackerel and cat fish/ribbon rish resources

indicated an average standig stock of l4h.OO0t and l55,000t respec

tively. According to the Project, the present level of exploitation
is far below the average stock position in the case or mackerel, oil
sardine and Ihiteebait.

Availability of resources is perhaps the most important fac

tor which determines the success of any industry. In the case or the

fishing industry, at the basic production level, the availability of
fishable concentrations of fishes and other commercially important

marine life is the decisive factor which controls the economy of the

whole system. Even when well equipped vessels, fishing gear and ski

lled personnel are available, the success of the industry is dependent

on the availability of fishable concentrations of commercially import

ant marine life within a specified area. By the word "fishable conc

entrations", the implication is the availability of sizeable quantit
ies of fishes which could be definitely caught using a particular type

of craft and gear in a particular area within a specified time. Natu
rally sith the availability of tishable concentrations of commercially

important marine life, the chances of getting a comparatively good car

tch are always high. Hence the above factor assumes great signiricsw



l‘3., u
not at the basic production level of the indusyy.

Of late, it has been accepted that a reasnable solution to
the problems of stock and.recruitment, interaction between different

species and inherrent variability of natural systes will help us to
manage the fisheries in a better way rather than basing the entire co

ncept on:ma1imum sustained yield. (Gulland, 1977). Considerable am
ount of data has been gathered on the-life history of various species

and also their environmental requirements and behaviour and several
attempts have been made in the past to translate the results into pr

actical application for the economic benefit of fisheries. This res
ulted in the recognition of a separate branch of fisheries environme

ntal sevices with the basic objective of assisting fishermen in bett
er planning for fishing operations and also in searching for fishable

concentrations. Such a service will help to minimise the searching

time, thereby reducing the running expenses for both craft and crew.

The net result would be a proportionate lowering of prices which in

turn would make_cheaper fish protein available to low income groups

of developing countries.

As in the case of terrestrial animals, the marine fauna incl
uding tishes also respond in varying degrees to changes in the envir
onmental conditions. The physical parameters such as sea water temp

erature, density, hydrostatic pressure, horizontal and vertical move
ment of water masses, the intensity and penetration of solar radiati
on at different levels and cheical parameters such as the saltiness

of sea water, dissolved gases, distribution of nutrients etc. ad bi
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ological factors such as the availability of food, presence of pre
dators etc. decide the occurrence, distribution, abundance, migrat

ion, reproduction and mortality of individual species in space and
t1m3e

Japan was one of the first countries which recognised the

importance of synoptic information on oceanographic and ocean cli

matological conditions and also their application for the improve

ment of fisheries. The valuable contributions made by Laevastu and

Hela (1970) assume great significance in this context.

The productivity of a particular region of the sea is depend
ent on the replenishment of the waters by plant nutrients either along

the horizontal or vertical plane”. Within the euphotic zone the avail
ability of nutrients such as phosphates, nitrates and silicates.is per
haps one of the most important factors controlling phytoplankton prod-

uction which in turn affects the production of zooplankton and ultimar

tely the entire animal community including fishes in a specific area

of the sea. As most of the commercially important fishes and other ma

rine life are either directly or indirectly dependent on the phytoplan

kton production, replenishment of the surface layers (euphotic zone) by

plant nutrients either along the horizontal or vertical plane is perha
ps the most important factor which controls the availability of seafood

in a particular area of the sea.

The above mentioned replenishment of the surface waters by nut

rients from elsewhere is possible only by the horizontal or vertical tr

ansport of the water masses. The same is more or less true of essential
dissolved gases (dissolved oxygen). The vertical mixing process within
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a waterbody is, to a certain extent, controlled by the vertical st
ability conditions, which in turn makes a particular region of the

sea fertile or barren. As pointed out earlier by Cooper (1960), the
replenishment of the surface waters of the oceans by nutrients from

below is dependent on the stability of the water column. Upwelling

of nutrient-rich bottom (sub-surface) waters to the surface layers

helps in the replenishment of the euphotic zone by nutrients from

below. As the vertical mixing process in the sea would be govern

ed by_the vertical stability parameter observed within a water col
umn, a proper assessment of this parameter will help to find out pr

cbable areas of upwelling and diverging current systems. This might

help the prediction of probable areas of fish concentrations, espe
cially large shoals of some of the commercially important plankton

feeders such as oil sardine, mackerel, anchovy etc.1n the area under

observation during a specific period. Such a prediction system ass

umes special significance especially at a time when the country is

launching an ambitious programme for the commercial exploitation of

fishable concentrations of pelagic fishes such as sardine, mackerel,
anchovey, tuna etc. around the sub-continent within the Exclusive

Economic Zone (EEZ)

Aim of the present study:

The present study is aimed at observing the variations, in

space and time, of see of the important hydrographic parameters su

ch as sea water temperature, salinity and Resolved oxygen withinthe
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coastal waters along the south-west coast of Indiametween Ratnagiri

(17°OO*N,73°20'E) and cape comorin ( 8°10'N,77°30*E). Specific data

relating to the process of upwelling and sinking was collected mainly

to evaluate the extent and intensity of the vertical mixing processes

active in the area under study. The study also attempted possible co

rrelations between the observed parameters and the occurrence and mig

rations of some of the major pelagic fishery resources such as sardine,
mackerel and anchovy in the area under study.

n d to tie :
several investigations were reported for the area selected for

the study and adjacent waters with major contributions from Hornel

(1910); Devanesan (1943), chidambaram and Manon (19115) , Panikkar

(1949), Bhimachar and George (1950),. Chidambaram and Rajendran (1951),

George (1953), George (1958), Subramonyan (1959), Banse (1959), Rama

sastry (1959), Carruthers (1959). Earthen and Jayaranan (1960),
Ede1man.(1960), Ramasastry and Miraana (1960), Pradhan and Roddy (1962),

Vinogradov (1962), madman (1963), Raaanirtham and Hair (1964), Patil at

al-(19615). Hurthy (1965), Ranamurthaf (1965). Rao and Jayaraman (1966),

sharma 0966,1968}. Subramonyan and Same (1967), Wooster, eat aJ..(196?),

Varadachari and Sharma (1967), Darbyshire (1967); Banae (1968). Anand

et al. (1968), Reddy and shankaranaraaranan (1968), Prasad (1969).

Phtkundan (1971): Wyrtki (1971), Prabhn et a1. (1972). Noble (1972),

Hair et al. (1973), Subrmonlrall (1973): Rao et a1.(1973)s AMFOIY ‘Na

(1974), P111a1 and Perumal (1975) .1 Hanan and George (197?) etc;
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Besides, some detailed studies were made in the coastal wat

ers of the south-eastern Arabian Sea using Research vessels "Kalaya",

"conch" and "varuna". The relevant departmental reports (classified)
brought out by the Naval Physical and Oceanographic Laboratory (erst

while Indian Naval physical Laboratory), Cochin (sundararamam et al.

1963, l96h), the various reports published by the erstwhile UNDP/FAD

Pelagic Fishery Project, Cochin, relevant reports pertaining to the

International Indian Ocean Expedition, the reports/bulletins brought

out by the Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin, Expl

oratory fisheries Project, Bombay, Integrated F1sheries'Pro3ect, Cochin,
Department of'Marine sciences, University of Cochin and the National

Institute of Oceanography, Goa are worth mentioning in this context.

Approximately 1350 km of the eoastline bordering Maharashtra,

Goa, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Hadu fall within the area under study.

The continental shelf is comparatively narrow in the south and becomes

wider towards north. Off Ratnagiri the outer edge of the continental
shelf is located about 80 nautical miles away from the coast where as

off Quilon and cochn the same lies about 30 nautical miles stay.

The annual average catch of narne fish in India (1971-1975
figures) is estimated to be around 1.2 million metric tonnes (CMFRI)

of which almost 50% are landed within the area.under study. Table-2

indicates the relative importance of the exploited fishery resources

in the area based on average annual figures.
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Annual ver 9 fish catches 1 -1 in the area under tu
and the gr-ooportzlonato contribution or the jggjor categories or

fish

Average annual Proportionate

1%: °a*=-em §fiZ°’2r§§’mf§2i'L §$“§1”§‘§2ii3§
Survey Categories (%)

1. 011 Sardine 1,52,303 24.0?
2. other Olupoids 66.75% 10.553. Mackerel 33p#77 13.19
h. other Scombroids 13,306 1.795. Ribbon Fish 31,033 4.916. Cat Fish 30,478 4.827. Sciaanids 19,232 3.0a8. Elasobrsnchs 16,766 2.659. Silver Bellies 16,5?# 2.6210. Carangids 13p#3Z 2.1211. Porches 12,696 2.0112. Flat Fishes 9,382 1.h813. Lizard Fishes 5,292 0.84
1h. Crustaceans 1,02,671 16.2315. Others 61,2hO 9.68

Total 6.34.676 1oo.oo
23333833383333 =23==8BB====3=

=====================:3’33=3=2B===2.23332===:u’======3===.'=33=a‘3====32:: 2:
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2. DATA AND ME'l'HOD_§_p

The relevent basic hydrographic, plankton and fishing data

collected ohboard fishery research vessels " R.V.Rastrelliger "and

" R.V.Sardine1la" attached to the erstwhile UNDP/FAO Pelagic fishery

Project, Cochin during the period 1971-1978 and " R.V.Varuna" atta

ched to the Integrated Fisheries Project, Cochin during the period

1971-1973 were made use of in the present study. The area chosen

for the sandy along with the location of oceanographic section§/
stations covered during the plmiod 197191975 are given in Iig.1. The

number of times each section was covered during the above period is

given in Table-3.

Most of the sections cover only the area occupied by the conti

nental shelf within a distance of approximately 50 n.miles. These

nearshore waters are, however,important because they constitute the

environment for significant part of the Indian fisheries. Considera
ble seasonal variations are also characteristic of this environment.

It may be observed from the above Table (Table -3) that the

Cochin section was covered the maximum number of times (65). Obseru

vations Iere made at the-first (192bl9?3)onboard the research vessels
" Sardinella" and " Varuna " and later (1973 - 1978) onboard "Restra

lliger ". The water sampling for salinity and dissolved oxygen esti

mations and sea water temperature observations were made at standard

depths up to a maximum of 500m. using Nansen Reversing water bottles.

The stations within the continental shelf were fixed at an interval of

10 n.miles at right angles to the coast line and off the shelf the



F I G. 1

Map showing the location of oceanographic

sections/stations.
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Tgble. E

coveggge of the different Oceanogrgghc §act1ons during

the period 1221-12z§.
23fi===3§33=33===B===H==3€33B=3fi3338§Bg3S'== =33.-‘=33-'7.’.‘—"=8B32== B25 ="—" 82

no of Le% es de dn 1 %1-‘ 8 Total
'71 '72 '73 '7# '75 '76 '77 '78 (1971-'78)
aoxnfifiu-oCID@Q®Q fiémb-u@$—Q¢@x¢¢@C-Q-n$x$q¢q ———-— __

Ratnagiri - 5 5 7 5 1 3 2 28
Karwar 2 10 8 6 5 6 3 3 43
Kasaragod 2 9 7 6 5 5 2 2 38Calicut - 6 h - - - 1 1 12
Cochin 10 11 10 9 9 6 5 5 65
Quilon 2 8 7' 7 5 2 1 2 34
Cape-comorin - - 6 7 6 # 2 2 27
Tuticorin - - 5 7 h 2 1 1 20
B‘.-‘.2’-2&3 $==:=$B==33==R=E3==B‘£=:==!3 5333323333323-8B=3§333.==338=53$32=
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interval was 30 n.miles. Special care was taken to ensure that the
different sections were covered within the shortest possible time to

get synoptic picture of the hydrographic conditions during each sur

vey. During 1971-1972 salinity estimations were made by the standard

titration method. However from 1973 onwards a salinometer was used.

A quality analysis of temperature and salinity data unfortunately es»
tablished too large a scatter in the salinity determination done by

titration method in 1971 and 1972. Therefore no salinity values esti

mated during 1971 and 1972 are included in this report.

The standard Winkler method was used for dissolved oxygen mea

surements. Nansen Reversing thermometers were used in pairs to mini

mise possible errors. Bathythermograph observations using either a

shallow, medium or deep Bathythermograph were also made at all the st
ations except the shallowest station located near the coast. Estimat

ions of the top depth and width of the main thermocline were made from
the bathythermograms. Standard nomograms were used for estimating the

density (sigma-t) values. The vertical stability parameter was calcu

lated by employing the Hesselberg and Sverdrup fomula (19h2).

Plankton samples were collected employing standard sampling

gear viz. Bongo-20 (aocm. diameter net) and Bongo-60 (60cm.diameter

net) both fitted with nylon nets of 0.5mm mesh size and equipped with

calibrated flow meters. The bongo nets were operated in continuous

oblique hauls at minimum winch speed and 2-3 knots vessel speed. The

samples were preserved in 5% formaline. From the flow meter readings

and the measured wet desplacement volumes of the samples, the mean den

sity of plankton in ml¢m3 of water filtered was computed.
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Acoustic surveys and fishing experiments for identification

and sampling were undertaken onboard the two project vessels "Sardi

nel1a* and "Rastrelliger". when the smaller vessel "Sardinells "

surveyed the shallow parts of the shelf upto 40m.depth, at 7.5 n.

miles cruise track intervals, the larger vessih "Rastrelliger" cove
red the deeper parts of the shelf and the continental slope with the
cruise track interval at 15 n.miles. Both the vessels were fitted
up with SIMRAD Scientific Sounders EK-38 (deep water) and EK—l2O and

QM Echo Integrators. On the basis of the pgtters of recording and

the results of relevant fishing experiments, the integrator readings
were allocated to different groups of fishes.

"Rastrelliger" used 4 types of bottom trawls viz high openly;

bottom trawl, hard bottom trail, small high opéjping bottom trawl and
a Lobster bottom trawl. The vessel used a standard pelagic trawl as

well as mid-water trawl for catching myctophids. "Sardinella" used

two types of high opening bottom trails and one type of pelagic trawl.

This vessel also operated the purse-seine and the gill seine. Fishing
was always carried out based on recordings of the echo sounder and the

Sonar. Depth ofoperation in the case of pelagic trawl was decided by

operating the trail sauna. Usual trawling speed was about 3 knots.
The specifications of the two research vesshls "Rastrelliger" and

"Sardinella” are given in Table-k and Table-5. The broad specification

of fishing gear employed enboard is given in Table -6.

The vertical time sections for sea water temperature and di~

ssolved oxygen were prepared separately for the coastal station, mid

dle shelf and outershelf stations in respect of Ratnagiri, Karwar,



Table-g

specifications of "R.V. RASTRELLIGER"

==:."..=:==23:=2:3:.’=32‘-3":===‘£=I:'..’===fl=============2=..‘1'.===.".1==="'..:==.‘==f.."==:========..'=

Stern ramp trawler type combination traw1er~cunpurse-seiner-cum ocear
gnographic research vessel with refrigeration and cold storage facili

ties. Built in 1972-in Rorway.

Electronic fish finding and acou
stic equipments

Special Navigation equipments

Accommodation
Endurance at sea

-IvT1&j111IQ:1cI&j;;j1::j 1:1 jjtxcuoulucucwcbfin-QIIGDl—Iv:cIwuInc-—III$nIdic-OaIIIIIO¥:

Length overall (L.0.A.) #6.h5 mInDepth 6.50 mDraught 4.35 msHold capacity 210 m3Cold storage capacity 43 mNet tonnage 109.77Gross tonnage 309.0 3Fuel oil capacity 12h m3Fresh water tanks #6 m3Fresh water production 3 m /dayMain engine power 1320 HP
Auxiliary engines-2 nos. drivingtwo gnerators 174 HP eachSpeed 12.2 knots
Trawl, purse seine and hydrograp
hic winches and Deck crane 1.5 ton. Hydraulic

2 echo sounders
1 snar
1 Net sands
1 Echo integrator
Radio direction finder (RDF)
Auto-Pilot
Gyrocompas
Electrical steering
Radar
Radio-Telephone
24 men
3 weeks.

w T1?-Tjjjfjjjjejjjjfl “-1970111.-:1-h-u-1.31 ‘jjjm



Table-5

S9ecification§_of "R.V. SARDINELQQ"

Combined trawler/purse-seiner built in fibre glass reinforced poly
eter. Year of built-1969, in Norway.

Length overall (L;0.A.) 16.3# mBreadth 4.50 mDepth 2.h5 mDraught °2.12 m
Tonnage (Gross) 30.26
Fuel oil capacity 5 tonnes
Fresh water capacity 1.4 tonnes
Main engine power 133 HPSpeed 9.5 knots
Electronic fish finding equipments 2 snare

1 echo sounder

Special navigation equipents Radio direction finder
Autopilot, Radar
Radio Telephone

Trawl, puree-seine and hydrographicwinch Hydraulic
Accommodation 9 men
Endurance at sea 7 days.



Tabla-6

Sgecifications of Fish1ng_g§sr employed onboard "R.V. RASTRELLIGER"

and " R‘: V.  1 "1
3$====!3=22=2=3== ==========3==‘=2=."3==3=3=32".=:'.1'-" ================= :======

__-§B£S§£-‘:£§Eé2§§.9£_§§§£ .... ._

Name of vessel Type of gear N°o Of meshes Mesh size
in mouth cir- (stretched)cumference mm

R/V Rastrelliger Hard bottom bobbin
trawl (Granton trawl,FAO gear design cata- 400 140
10g|.18.,  P 0 )

High opening bottom trawl 1500 40Deep sea be tom trawl,50 m 700 120
Myctophid mid-water trawl 616 400

LR/V Sardinella Bottom trawl (Engel, FAOgear design catalogue, 394 160
1972,P.52)
Bottom trawl (Engel, FAQ
gear design catalogue,1972aP.h8) 300 120
Pelagic trawl (6 X 6fathoms) 756 151

Length Height Mesh size(In) (m) (at)
Small purse—se1ne 320 40 20

Large purse-seine 500 40 20Gill seine 500 20 40
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Kasaragod, Cochin, Quilon and Cape-Comorin sections.

The data pertaining to the Tuticorin section has been utili
sed mainly to check the continuity of certain hydrographic paramet

ers around the southern tip of the sub~continent. The Calicut sec

tion was covered only during certain years with a view to check the

progress of the upwelling phenomenon and the associated biological

activitieao

The plankton biomass, fishing and acoustic survey results

available in the Pelagic Fishery Project records were also made use
of for correlation studies.

The author, in the capacity of Senior Oceanographer in the

erstghile Pelagic Fishery Project made an attempt to organise special
hydrography/plankton/fishing surveys within the area under study dur

ing the south-west monsoon to assess the intensity of the process of

upwelling and to establish possible correlations between the occurr

encqbf oilsardine, mackerel and anchovy and the variations noticed in
the relevant environmental parameters observed in space and time. It

is worth mentioning in this context that the data used in the present
study have been collected onboard the fishery research vessels menti

oned above employing more or less the same standard fceanographic equ

ipments/ instruments, plankton samplers and fishing gear and hence we

re comparable within reasonable limits. Whereever doubts were indic

ated the specific data were rejected. Inorder to minimise the fluct
uations in the various environmental parameters which are likely to

arise out of coastal processes and also diurnal influence, it was de



cided to consider the parameters at the second station from the coast

at a depth of 10m. as representative of the conditions characteristu
ic of the surface layers near the coast.

3. R E S U L T S g N D D I S C U S S I O N

Hxdrograggic conditions:

Hydrographic data collected from the Oceanographic sections

located off Ratnagiri, Karwar, Kasaragod, Cochin, Quilon and Cape

eomorin provided fairly good information on the seasonal fluctuat
ions noticed on the shelf.

ggggggiri section:

Data pertaining to eight stations (spaced at an interval of
10 nautical miles) collected during the period 1972-1978 covering the

entire shelf region off Ratnagiri was utilised for the study. The me
an monthly sea surface temperature (at a depth of 10m. at the second

station from the coast) ranged between 26.5000 and 30.0300. The max»

imnm was observed in May and minimum in February. The surface mixed

layer, on an average, extended to a depth of 39m. during December»

January~February. The mixed layer has become nonoexistent or comparu

atively very shallow with minimum thickness (1lm.) during Octoberu
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November. Thermal inversions were charactefistic of the surface layers

( #0-150m) during the period December»March.

The mean monthly sea surface salinity varied between 34.?8%o

and 36.02%o. The maximum was observed in the month of May and the mi

nimum in October. Salinity conditions were found to be closely related

to the influece of the low salinity equatorial waters in the northerly
current and the advection of the high saline northern Arabian sea wat

ers in the southerly current. The salinity maximum characteristic of

the tropical oceans was observed between depthsof 30-50m.and 100-150m.

during the south-west monsoon and post-monsoon season respectively.

The mean monthly sea surface dissolved oxygen values ranged

"between 4.30ml 02 /L and 5.Ohm1.O2 /L. The maximum was observed dur

ing December and the minimum in September.

The mean monthly sea surface density ( Sigma -t) ranged between

Gt.22.09 and 51.23.05. The maximum was observed in December and the mi?

Iimum 111 Februmo

Karwar section:

Data collected from the first six stations (spaced at an in
terval of 10 nautical miles) during the period 1971-1978 was utilised

for the present study.

The mean monthly sea surface temperature ranged between 23.86°c
o

and 30.15 c. The minimum was observed during the month of October and

the maximum in May. The mixed layer, on an average, extended to a



- ]_L|,..

depth of 61m. during December-January-February. The mixed layer be

came very shallow with minimum thickness (l0m.) during October -Nove

mber. Thermal inversions were present at the surtace layers between

depths of ho-150m. during DecemberaMarch.

The mean monthly sea surface salinity varied between 32;90%o

and 36.l2%o. The maximum was observed during May and the minimum in

January. The salinity characteristics of the surface layers were fou

nd to be influenced by the southerly and northerly seasonal-current

systems which carried high saline Arabian sea waters southward and
low-saline equatorial waters northward. The salinity maximum was fou

nd between depths of 30m.(south—fiest monsoon) and l50m.(post-monsoon).

The mean monthly sea surface dissolved oxygen values ranged

between 1.39 ml 02/L and 5.35»mIb2/L. The minimum was associated with
the peak upwelling period ( October ) and the maximum just prior to

the upnelled water reaching the surface layers ( September ).

The mean monthly sea surface density (sigma -t) off Karwar ranr

ged between.Gtm2l.l5 and 51.23.86. The minimum was observed in January

and the maximum in October associated with the presence of high-density

upwelled water at the surface levels.

Kasarggod Section:

Data Pertaining to the first five stations (spaced at an in
terval of 10 nautical miles) collected during the period 1971- 1978

was utilised for the study. The mean monthly sea surface temperature



ranged between 21.78°c and 29.70°c. The minimum was observed during

September and the maximum during April. The minimum values were

associated with the upwelling of sub-surface waters to surface levels

during the south-west monsoon and the maximum during the summer season.

The mixed layer, on an average, extended to a depth of 56m.during

Decamber-January~February and became very shallow with minimum thi

ckness (13m) during June-July-August-Sepfliber. Thermal inversions

were characteristic of the surface layers during the period December
Marcho

The mean monthly sea surface salinity varied between 32.71%o

and 35.55%o. The minimum values were observed during January and

the maximum during May. The salinity maximum characteristic of tro

pical oceans was found at depths between 30m.(south-west monsoon )
and l50m.(Post-monsoon)

The mean monthly sea surface dissolved oxygen values varied

between l.l0ml O2/L and #.98 ml 02 /L. The minimum was associated
with upwelling of poorly aerated bottom waters to the surface levels

in September and the maximum during December when the process of sin

king became action in the area.

The mean sea surface density off Kasaragod ranged between

Gt.208? and Gt.2n.52. The minimum as observed in January and the

maximum in September associated with the presence of high density up

uelled water at the surface levels.

Cochin Section:
Data collected from the first five stations (located at an 
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interval of 10 nautical miles) covered during the period 1981- 1978

was utilised for the study.

The mean monthly sea surface temperature sanied between 23.5?°c.

and 30.01°c. The minimum was observed during September associated with

the process of upwelling and the maximum in April, just before the

commencement of the southpwest monsoon. The mixed layers, on an average

extended to a depth of 61m.during December-January-February. The mixed

layer became very shallow with minimum thickness (lOm.) during June

July-August -September. Thermal inversions were present at the surfa

ce levels during December -March between dep€E"of 50~l50m;

The mean monthly sea surface salinity varied between 32.50%o

and 35-22%o. The minimum values were observed in December and the ma

ximum in September associated with the presence of high salinity upw

elled water at the surface levels. The salinity maximum was observed

at depths between 30m (south-west monsoon) and 150m. (Post—monsoon).

The mean monthly sea surface dissolved Oxygen values varied

between 2.h61 O2/L and 4.91 ml O2/L. The minimum values were associ

ated with the peak upwelling period in September and the maximum in

January when the process of sinking became active at the surface.levels.

The mean sea surface density off Cochin ranged between Gt 21.24

and Ft 24.01. The maximum values were associated with the presence of

high—density upwelled water at the surface levels during the month of

September.

Qgilon Section;

Data collected from the first five stations (located at an
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interval of 10 nautical miles) covered during the period 1971-1978 was

made use of in the present study.

The mean monthly sea surface temperature varied between 2#.268

and 29.82%. The minimum was observed in September associated with the

presence of cold upwelled waters at the surface levels and the maximum

in April Just before the commenceent of the south-west monsoon. The

surface mixed layer, on an average, extended to a depth of 66m. during
December-January-February. The same became very shallow with minimum

thickness (16m) during—June-July-August-September. Thermal inversions

were present at the surface levels during December -March period.

The mean monthly sea surface salinity varied between 33.3h%o

and 35.3#%0. The minimum values were observed in February and the

maximum in October associated with the presence of high-salinity Arab

ian sea waters at the surface levels. The salinity maximum was obser

ved between depths of 30m (South-west monsoon) and 150m. (Post-monsoon).

The mean monthly sea surface dissolved oxygen values varied

between 3.72 ml 02/L and 4.97 ml O2/L. The minimum was associated with
the peak upwelling period (July-August) and the maximum in February when

the process of sinking became active at the surface levels.

The mean monthly sea surface density off Quilon ranged between

Gt 21.16 and Ut.23.50. The minimum was associated with the presence of

less denser equatoial/Bay of Bengal waters at the surface levels being
brought towards higher latitudes in the northerly flow during February

and the maximum with the presence of denser upuelled water at the sur

face levels during September.
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Capencemorinvsectionz

Data pertaining to the first five stations running due south

at rightangles to the coast (spaced at an interval of 10 nautical mi
les) covered during 1973-1978 was utilised in the present study.

The mean monthly sea surface temperature varied between 21.l3°c.

and 28.?3°c. The minimum was observed during August associated with

the presence of cold upwelled waters at the surface levels and the

maximum in April Just before the commencement of the south-west mon

soon. The mixed layer, on an average, extended to a depth of 63m.
.durins December~January-February. The same became very shallow with

minimum thickness (20m) during June-July-August-Segptember. Thermal

inversions were present at the surface levels during December~March

Peri.-odjfo

The mean monthly sea surface salinity varied between 33.03%o

and 35.26%o. The minimum.vas observed during December ad the maxi

mum during October.

The mean monthly dissolved oxygen values at the surface levels

varied between 2.30 ml O3/L and 4.91 ml O3/L. The minimum values were

associated with the presence of Oxygen deficient upwelled waters at the

surface levels during August and the maximum in February when the pro

cess of sinking became active at the surface levels.

The mean monthly sea surface density off Cape-comorin varied

between Ct 2h.h7o during August associated with the presence of den
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ser upwelled water and Gt 21.36 during December associated with the

presence of less-denser equatorial/Bay of Bengal waters at the sur
face levels.

Tuticorin Section:

Data collected frmm the first five stations covering the co

ntinental shelf area (spaced at an interval of 10 nautical miles)co
vered during the period 1973-'78 was made use of in the present study.

The mean monthly sea surface temperature varied between 25.?2°c

and 29.l8°c. The minimum was observed during August associated with

the presence of comparatively colder sub-surface waters at the surface

levels and the maximum during April Just before the commenceent of the

soutfipwest monsoon. The mixed layer, on an average, extended to a de

pth of 78m. during December January-February. The same became shallow

with minimum thickness (32 m.) during June-July~Angust-September.

The mean monthly sea surface salinity varied between 33.94%o

and 35.28%o. The minimum was observed in April and the maximum in

October.

The mean monthly sea surface dissolved oxygen values do not

indicate any appreciable variation, the minimum being 4.09mi O2/L

(Hay) and maximum, u.?9 ml 02/L (August) indicating the absence of
oxygen deficient waters at the surface levels during any particular
season.

The mean monthly sea surface density off Tuticorin ranged
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bntteon Gt20.96 (December) and Gt 23.14 (September). The minimum is

ansociated with the north-east monsoon rainfall in the area and also

‘the advection of low salinity Bay of Bengal waters in the southerly
current.

nal and atial variations of m or environmental arameter§_in
the area under obgerggtionz

Winds:

Along the southpwest coast of India the predominant wind dir
ection over the sea shows a gradual change from north-easterly to no

rth-westerly and later to westerly during the period March—Apri1-May

(Anonymous 1966). In June the direction changes to south-westerly and

westerly with increasing velocities and by July, the velocity reaches
Beaufort 5-7. During June-August the predominant wind direction is

from south-westerly to westerly. By the end of August the velocity

decreases and by October-November the wind starts flowing from north»

westerly to east-north-easterly with comparatively low velocities. Bo

th sea breeze and land breeze are commhn in this area except during

the south-west monsoon seasmn.

Currents:

During the south-west monsoon (May-October) there is a south»

erly flow spread over the entire shelf region. During the change fr
om south-west monsoon to winter a northerly current is established off

the shelf.’ Adjacent to anion the seaward side of the northerly flow,
is present a southerly current, limited to the southerly regions.
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lira winter to summer (February-April) the northerly current vanishes

and the circulation breaks up into eddies. The southerly current per
sists in summer though it is limited to a narrow belt. Once again du

ring the south-west monsoon period this narrow southerly stream sprea

ds over the entire shelf. In general the current during the winter
season appears to be stronger than the south-nest monsoon current.

During the southpwest monsoon period (May-October) the surface

current flows southwards along the west coast of India, thereby causi

ng a lifting of the isolines for the different oceanographic paramet

ers (seawater temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and density)

near the coast. Inorder to satisfy the basic theory of particle mot
ion.in.relation to the Coriolis force, denser,sub~surface waters from

intermediate/ sub-surface levels are slowly induced upwards (upwelling)

along the continental shelf to occupy the left hand side of the south»

erly current (near the coast). This ultimately results in the compar
atively denser, cold and low oxygenated sub-surface waters reaching

the surface levels near the coast. During this season oxygen defici
ent waters cover the whole continental shelf area over the bottom.

The southerly current transports comparatively high-salinity

Arabian sea waters southwards along the coast, though during the rain
ny season the addition of fresh water from rainfall and river runoff

causes a significant lowering of the surface salinity near the coast.

During the north-east monsoon period (November-March) the sur

face current reverses it's direction and turns northerly. The northe

rly current advects low salinity equatorial waters northwards
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at the surface levels causing a convergence located between latitudes

1093 and 12°n where the high—saline Arabian sea water sinks below the

less-saline equatorial waters. The effect of winter cooling at the
surface levels along with the convergence zone lead to the process of

sinking. During winter season (January-February) the surface mixed lav

yer covers most of the shelf. For the coastal area south of Bombay the

resultant speed of the current is reported to be more than 20 km/day

during the south-west monsoon period (Warners, 1952; Banse, 1968). Fr

om November to January a northward flowing current is observed. This

drift appears to be shallow and seems to have little influence on the
waters below the thermocline (wyrtki, 1973.)

Water masses;

{According to Darbyshire (196?) there are three major water may

sees present on the shelf viz.(l) the Indian Ocean Equatorial water(te

mperature l7°c with a minimum of 34.9%o salinity) present at the deeper

levels on the continental slope (2) the Arabian Sea Water (temperature

between 17% and 27%, associated with maximum salinity of 35960 to 36.3950

and (3) the Equatorial surface Water (temperature between 270s and 300a

and wide salinity range of 30%o to 3#%o). Ramasatry (1959) named it Ar»

abian Sea Surface Water. Banse (1968) indicated that during the peak of
south—west monsoon°a waterbmass is formed by the mixing of lowasalinity

surface water and the denser upwelled water. The resulting sub-surface

water has a lower salinity when compared to the Arabian sea water and a

wide temperature range down to a minimum of around 20°C.
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Convergence Zone:

The existence of a convergence zone in the area under observes

tion is evident from the horizontal salinity gradients obseved during

the period January-Februarynnarch (Fig.2,3, and 4). In 197A, the sea
surface salinity increased from 33%o to 35%o between Karwar and Ratnar

giri sections. This difference was less pronounced in 1975. In 1973

a similar zone was observed between Kasaragod and Calicut sections.

The variations observed in the sea surface salinity suggest that

the convergence zone exhibits seasonal variations spreading northwards

with the intensity of the northerly flow which carried equatorial wat

ers towards northern latitudes ( Darbyshire, 1967). During the south—

west monsoon season the salinity distribution at the surface levels is

not indicative of the convergence zone mainly due to the effect of rai
nfall and river runoff.

Seawater temperature:

The monthly mean sea surface temperature for the period 1973 

1978 shows large variations in space and time(Tab1e-7). In general

comparatively low values were observed during January-February-and

July-October, the lowest being in August (21.l3°c) off Cape-comorin,

High values at different sections were observed during the month of

May, the maximum being 30.l5°c off Karwar. The high values were asso

ciated with the summer season, just prior to the onset of the south»

west monsoon. A steady increase in the highest monthly mean tempe

rature (l973~1978)from south to north was noticed between Cape—comorin
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Horizontal distribution of sea surface salinity

(J anuary-M arch, 1973)
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F I G. 2

Horizontal distribution of sea surface salinity

(January-March, 1971;)
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FIG. 5
Horizontal distribution of sea surface salinity

(January-March, 1975)
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- 24;.

and Karwar(28.73 to 30.15°c). The low values were noticed during Januar

ry - February and also during the peak upwelling season (July-October).
The lowest values were observed in those areas where the intensity of

upwelling was comparatively high ( Between Cape-comorin and Kasaragod).

The mean depth of the top of the thermocline show large varies

tions from season to season (Table-11). The top of the thermocline was

deepest during the period December, January-February and the same rear

ched the surface layers during June-September (south of Cochin ) and

October -November (north of Cochin). Off Tuticorin the vertical osci

ailation of the top of thermocline was between 32m.(June-Septembr)and
78m.(December—February).

;o£r the south-west Coast of Africa it was observed that the th

ermocline, in general, is shallow during Summer, deep during the spring
and deepest during the Winter (Duncan, 196%). The vertical time secti

ons of sea water temperature for sections represeting the southern re

gion (Capecomorin and Quilon-Fig.5 and 6), Central region (Cochin- and

Kasaragod Fig. 7 and 8) and the northern region (Karwar and Ratnagiri

Fig. 9 and 10) were made use or to compare the variations noticed in the

vertical movement of the various isotherms in space and time. The net

vertical movement was estimated from the oscillations of the 23% isot

herm which exhibited the maximum moveent on the vertical plane. (Tab

1e- 12). A comparison of the mean upward movement of the isotherm for

the period 1973-1978 indicated the maximum (110 m.) off Quilon and mini

mum (79 m.) of! Cape-comorin. Dring 197? (July), the isotherm reached



FIG. A
Vertical time section for sea water temperature

of! Cape-comorin (1973: 197k)
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vertical time aoctian fur sea water temperature

of: capo-caarin (1975; 1976}
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F_.'L_G....._.6._A

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

of! Quilon (1973. 197#)
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F I G. 5. 3.

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Qnilon (1975; 1976)
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FIG. 6. c._

Vertical time section for dissolved oxygen

off Quilon (1973. l97n)
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F I G, 6. 2.

Vertical time section for dissolved oxygan

off Quilon (1975, 1976)
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F I G. . A.

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Cochin (19739 1974)
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F I G. O B.

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Cochin (1975. 1976)
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F I G. 7. 0.

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Cochin (1977, 1978)
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F I G. 2. D.

Vertical time section for dissolved oxygen

off Cochin (1973, 1974)
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FIG. 2.13

Vertical time section for dissolved oxygen

off Cochin (1975, 1976)
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F I G. F.
Vertical time section for dissolved oxygen

off Cochin (1977, 1978)
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F I G. 8. A.

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Kasaragod (1973, 1974)
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F I G. 8. B

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Kasaragod (1975, 1976)
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F I G. 8. C.

Vertical time section for dissolved oxygen

off Kasaragod (1973, 1974)
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FIG . D.
Vertical time section for dissolved oxygen

off Kaaaragod (1975. 1976)
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F I G. 2, A.

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Karwar (19739 1974)
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F I G . B.

Vertical time section fer sea water temperature

off Karwar (1975. 1976)
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F I G. 23 0.

Vertical time section for dissolved oxygen

off Karwar (1975, 197u)
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F I GO , DO

Vertical time section for dissolved oxygen

off Karwar (1975, 1976)
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F I G. 10. A

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Ratnagiri (1973. 197k)
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F I G. 10. B.

Vertical time section for sea water temperature

off Ratnagiri (1975)
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F I G. 13! A

Relationship between the depth of thermocline, width of

thermocline, intensity of thermocline and the vertical

stability immediately below the thermocline (average

upto 500 m. depth) off Cape-comorin (19?#)
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F I G. 1}. B

Relationship between the depth of thermocline, width of

thermocline, intensity of thermocline and the vertical
stability immediately below the thermocline (average

upto 500 m. depth) off Quilon (1974)
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FIG. '.L'i.C

Relationship between the depth of thermocline, width of

thermocline, intensity of thermocline and the vertical

stability immediately below the thermocline (average

upto 500 m. depth) off Cochin (1974)
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F I G. If. D

Relationship between the depth of thermocline, width of

tharmocline, intensity of thermocline and the vertical
stability immediately below the thermocline (average

upto 500 m. depth) off Kasaragod (1974)
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F I G. Ii. E

Relationship between the depth of thermocline, width of

thermocline, intensity of thermocline and the vertical

stability immediately below the thermocline (average

upto 500 m. depth) off Karwar (1974)
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Relationship between the depth of thermocline, width of

thermocline, intensity of thermocline and the vertical

stability immediately below the thermocline (average

upto 500 m. depth) of! Ratnagiri (1974)
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Tgple-2

Hontggz mean sea surface.tem2erature values §°c)
at the different sections 1 1 8)’

8833282233233‘-"'-=3==38=I2:=l=:="--'==3=3==========3====3=3=====: ===333=

Month Cape Quilon Cochin Kasaragod Karwar Ratnagiri

January 27.73 28.26 28.0? 27.56 27.09 27.03
February 26.96 27.88 28.28 28.02 27.65 26.50
Harsh 23.67 29.12 29.39 29.21 23.39 23.77
April 23.13 ~29_.;§2 30.01 _29.70- 29.1.6 27.33
Ha: 27.23 23.21. 29.05 29.46 _§Q__.__2l_._§ 30.03
June 26.10 27.1.2 27.70 23.23 23.65 29.55
July 24.37 24.96 25.01. 27.09 26.61. 27.31.
August 21.13 24.53 23.11 23.17 23.71 “2'7.99'9
septeber - 2h.26 23.5? 21.78 25.576 27.56
October 25.31 25.93 27.13 27.01 23.36 27.73
Kovember 27.93 23.20 23.03’ 26.63 27.35 23.26
December 27.09 23.67 23.12 23.56 27.91. 527.05
333 2238 =3HB=8 8 B338323333333B33===33§=38 QB8333=8=
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the very surface both off Quilon and Cape—comorin.

Sal nit :

The monthly mean sea surface salinity for the period 1973-1978

for the different sections indicated two peaks, one during Hay-June

just before the onset of the south-west monsoon and another during

September-October immediately after the south-nest monsoon (Table-8).

The lowest values were associated with the monsoon rain and the river

runoff which showed lot of variations from one section to the other in

different years. The monthly mean surface salinity varied between

3.50%o and 36.12%o. The salinity maximum characterstic of tropical

oceans was found at depths of 100 to 150 m. during the north-east mo

nsoon and between 30 to 50 during the southpwest monsoon. The variar

tions in salinity which are mainly brought about by the rainfall, riv
er runoff and the prevailing seasonal surface currents are character
stic of the surface layers above the salinity maximum layer. The su

rface salinity maximum was highest at the Karwar and Ratnagiri sect

ions during May/lune (35.6%o to 36.l2%o). Comparatively low salinity

waters (33.03%o) were observed at the surface at Cape-comorin in Dece

mber when the equatorial surface waters were advected northwards.

Sewell (1929) attributed the lowering of salinity during December

and January in the Palk Bay and Gulf of Manner to the southerly current

along the east coast. During this month the salinity values at the
surface showed a steady increase from 33.o3%o off Cape-comorin to 35.08

off Karwar and Ratnagiri.
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The maxima occured comparatively late in the southern sections and the

se were mainly associated with the advection of the high salinity Ara

bian Sea Water in the southerly flow and the presence of high salinity

bottom water brought upward to the surface levels in areas where upwe

lling activity was observed. The minima were associated«with the non
soon rain and the resultant river runoff and also the incursion of the

low salinity equatorial surface waters in the northerly flow. The mi
nima occured first in the southern region and progressively moved nor

thwards following the trend in monsoon rain fell and the development

of the northerly flow.

In general sections north of Kasaragod exhibited comparatively

higher salinity conditions than the southern sections. At greater de

pths betnee 100 and 500m. there is a decreasing trend in salinity va

lues north to south. In the section off Quilon and Cape-comorin this

feature is observed as a salinity maximum at the depth of the thermoc

line. Here the northern Arabian Sea corresponds to the sub-tropical

none of high salinity. The salinity maximum at the depth of the the
rmocline represents an intrusion of high-saline water from the sub

tropical high salinity zone towards the equatorial zone below the loss

saline surface layer. It is quite likely that the comparatively high

saline north Arabian Sea waters are spreading southwards slowly los
ing their high salinity characteristics. This is in agreement with
the general circulation in the upper layers in tropical and sub—trop

ical waters. The salinity maximum associated with the main thermoel

ine probably represents an intrusion of hi3h—saline waters below the



Table-8

Mont ' no  so 1-face 1n:|.t V use 5 at the
different sections 1. 1 8

833:‘-‘=B_8=:lfl23==88l====-‘="--‘€332=2-‘-"3"-3‘-=‘-'3===-'33-'33"--'33334'-=========3=l==833==I'=3=B======I-1=2-’="'-==3=l

Month Cape Quilon Cochin Kasaragod Karwar Ratnagiri

qanuarzv 31.51 34.09 33.70 32.71 32.90 
F°bn-19-ry 33091  3‘?   31%   62  ‘J-6
March 34.21 34.03 34.33 31+.l6 33.81; 5lp.90
April 35.79 54.69 54.51 34.64 55.15 35.63
New 54.95 5t..9o 35.11 55.55 36.12 36.02
Juno 34.71 35.23 35.21 31+-61+ 35.60 35.83
July 34.93 3l..66 34.63 35.07 34.141 35.11.
August 3£..99 34-70 3l+.l.3 34.94 34.89 31..81
3°Ptember - 31»-9? 35.22 35.29 35.32 35.63
October 35.26 35.3% 315.77 3#o71 35.26 34.78
November 34.35 3t..66 34.67 34. 53 35.1.5 35.19
December 33.03 33.69 32.50 3l..2o 35.08 35.08
3333338333333:-'3333fl§5=§=B3.'=.."a'-"-=53."-'333322333232:==2=§===3==.fi'.=:3.‘33=3=8=3888=
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less saline surface layers towards the equator. The monthly variations

noticed in the mean sea—surface salinity Values at the different sect

ions is given in Table-8.

Dissolved Ogygenz

Dissolved oxygen content of the surface layers showed large V39

riations in space and time. In general the shelf waters were well aer
ated during most of the year except during the south-west monsoon and

the associated upwelling season(Ju1y-August-September). At majority of

sections, a good correlation between the depth of the top of thermocline

and oxycline was observed. By May, the oxygen deficient waters slowly

started penetrating the shelf. The upward tilting of the isolinesof
oxygen and the relative position of the oxycline are indicated in the

vertical time sections for the southern region (Quilon-Fig. 6) and the

northern region (Karwar Fig. 9). By June-July the ozsrgen deficient wa

ters penetrated below the thermocline and covered the entire bottom of

the shelf. In August the oxycline became very shallow and in areas of

upwelling the low oxygen intermediate water reached the very surface.

The oxygen deficient water remains on the shelf until October, especi

ally in areas where upwelling was intense. By December once again the

shelf waters became well aerated. The mean monthly sea surface oxygen

values for the period 1972-1976 ranged between 5.351 O2/L and 1.10 ml

O2/L (Table-9). Off the shelf, there is a well developed oxycline whi§
ch is found approximately at the same depth as the thermocline. Below

the oxycline, in general, the oxygen concentrations are higher in the

southern sections when compared to the northern sections. Off Ratnagiri



Table-2

gggthly mean sea sggface dissolyed oxygen values gmlgg)

at the different sections (1973-12282

Month Cape Qnilon Cochin Kaearagod Karwar Ratnagiri

January 4.61 4.64 4.91 4.65 3.00 4.3}
February 4.91 4.97 4.82 4.90 4.89 4.61
March 4.54 4.52 4.64 4.40 4.61 4.79
April 4.67 4.50 4.58 4.23 4.63 4.62
May 3.91 4.46 4.71 L... 65 4.69 4.61
June 4.26 4.23 4.22 4.43 4.44 5.02
July 4.03 3.75 .3.7l 3.15 3.73 4.33August 3. 3.72 3.83 ’2.1# 3.32 4.September - - 2.46 01.i0 5.35 4.30.~~
October 4.20 4.22 3.34 4.43 1.39 4.53
November 4.55 5.76 4.60 3.88 4.00 4.6?
December 4.64 4.56 4.62 4.98 4.97 5.04
2 ==3==B2B= 2S==&’===: 3..":.'=='£:'.".=."3=33=‘.=."‘..'."= 333338383341 0:323:22
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the observed oxygen values were zero at depths below aoo-uoom. and it

is likely that hydrogen sulphide was present at these levels.

A comparison of monthly mean dissolved oxygen values for the

period 1972-1978 indicated the presence of comparatively low oxygen

values during August/September at the southern sections. The low oxy

gen values corresponded with the period of peak upwelling in these ar

eas when the oxygen depleted intermediate waters reached the surface

levels. In geeral, concentration of dissolved oxygen at the surface
levels during the upwelling season showed variations, the concentrati

on showing an increase towards northern sections corresponding to the

decrease in the intensity of upwelling beyond Karlar. The period, for

which the oxygen deficient waters remain on the continental shelf, is

longer in the northern region off Karwar than in the southern region.

Off Karwar the period is nearly 6 months.when compared to nearly 2 mon

ths off Quilon.

Density:

The monthly mean density (at a depth of 10m at the Zndstation

from the coast) for the period 1973-1978 varied between Gt 20.8? and

2h.52 (Table-10). comparatively high density waters were characteri
stic of northern sections and also those of the southern stations why

era the high density bottom waters reached the surface layers due to

upwelling. The presence of high density waters at the surface levels

near the coast, especially in the central and southern region during



Tgble-10

Monthly mean sea surface density values (01) at the

different ection 1 1 8
3:23:32:===:.r.:1::3333::='.':"'..:.======::===::=::==:='.=====B:==I===t8:3====:::==:."=:=:= == =:=:==

Month Cape Quilon Cochin Kasaragod Karwar Ratnagiri

January 22.12 21.64 21.38 20.87 21.15 
February 21.90 21.16 21.40 22.69 23.00 22.09
Harch 21.59 21.31 21.40 21.37 21.40 23.24
April 21.26 21.58 21.24 21.58 22.00 22.95
May 22.58 22.26 22.15 21.96 22.55 22.50
June 22.78 22.74 22.67 22.23 22.64 22.51
July 23.32 22.92 23.04 22.75 23.02 22.57
August 24.47 23.25 '22.93 23.84 23.35 22.27
September “‘- A23.§Q_ ‘£4.91 24.52 23.41 23.94;
October 22.87 ‘§§.95 22.h9 22.57 23.66 22.31
November 21.92 22.49 22.14 22.44 22.94 22.47
December 21.38 21.27 22.25 21.75 22.50 23.05
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the south-west monsoon season clearly indicated areas of upwelling.

Under normal conditions, the density is found to be more dependent

on temperature during the pre—monsoon and post-monsoon seasons the

reas it is dependent on the rainfall and river runoff during the mon
soon season. This is especially the case at the surface where large
variations in density were noticed from one season to another.

Relationship between some of the major hydrographic parameters:

see vater tenperature and dissolved oxygen:

A good correlation between the depth or the top of thermocline

and oxycline was observed at almost all the sections. In general it

was found that values between 1 and 2 ml 02/L were associated with tem
peratures between 22°c and 23°c. A comparative study of the vertical

time sections for temperature and dissolved oxygen clearly indicated

the above correlation especially during the south-west monsoon season

when the_23°c isotherm reached the surface levels at the southern and

central regions. Thus it was found that the associated isotherm could

very well be used to judge average dissolved oxygen concentration at a

particular depth.

pfensity ( Gt) and dissolved oggen:

During the south-west monson season, in areas where the upwell

ing activity was intense, the surface waters were characterised by com

paratively low oxyge concentrations, and high density. Perhaps the



Tabl 9-11

Mg dogths of tog of thermocline at the diffegt
ocoanograghic sections §12Zk12Z8)

m =:.-.=:==:=:====:=:~.===========%===%:=-.=:a===aa====a======:=:==:n

section Shalloueat Period Deepest Period(:11) (In)
Ratnaymi 11 Oct. Nov. 39 Dec. Jan. Feb.
Karuar 10 Oct. Nov. 61 Do
Iasaragod 13 Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. 56 Do
Cochin 10 Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. 61 DoQuilon 16 Do 66 Do
cape-comorin 20 Do 63 DoTuticorin 32 Do 78 Do
=8338BQ333"38= :8%= = 3 38BB3B SB3383
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correlation may exist only for a short duration as the addition of fresh

‘fisher from rain and river runoff at the surface levels increase the st
ability of the water column, thereby resisting any vertical mixing. wh

en the upwelled water remains at the surface, it gets aerated by direct
contact with the atmosphere.

Density_§ Uta) and sea water temperature.

Under normal conditions, in the tropical oceans, with increas

ing depth, the temperature decreases and density increases showing an

inverse relationship between density and temperature.

During the monsoon period, at the surface level, the density

is dependet on temperature and salinity. Once the process of upwell

ing sets in, high salinity bottom waters of comparatively low tempera

ture are brought up towards the surface levels. The characteristics
of this water mean will change within a short time when more of fresh

water is added to the system, thereby effecting a fall in density and

an increase in temperature brought about by solar radiation, thus once

again stabilising the water column.

Vertical stability characteristics of the surface layers:

The various mixing processes within a water body are, to a gre

at extent, controlled by the vertical stability conditions which in tu

rn makes a particular region of the sea fertile or barren. As pointed
out earlier by cooper (1960), the repreniehment of the surface waters

of the oceans by nutrients from below is dependent on the vertical
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stability of the water column and hence the proper assessment of the

parameter will help us to find out probable areas of upwelliflg and si

nk-1&5»

Vertical stability parameter in.the sea is denoted by the exp

ression "E" = 10-3 d ft (Hesselberg, 1918) where d gt is the individudz dz
a1 change in density with depth. when "E" is positive, the stratific

ation along the vertical plane is stable and when it is negative, the
stratification becomes unstable. Between positive and negative stab

ility)layers there is always a surface where "E" = 0 (neutral stabili

ty). The order of magnitude of the different terms in the equation
has been computed by Hesselberg and sverdrup (l9lh—l9l5) and it was

shown that gag3.1s an accurate expression of the stability up to a dep
th of 100m.

In order to obtain a general picture of stability conditions
prevailing within the continental shelf area.necessery computations

were made for 31 stations (first one representing the coastal condi

tions, second one the mid-shelf conditions and the third one the con
ditions at the edge of the continental shelf) along the sections loc-.

ated off Cape-comorin, Quilon, Cochin, Kasaragod, Karuar and Ratnagiri

upto a depth of 100m.

In general; in the absence of large scale vertical mixing can

sed by upwelling and sinking, the vertical stability increased at the
top of the thermocline probably due to the effect of sudden lowering

of temperature with depth. In order to have a general comparison, the

stability values pertaining to the year 1971:. for the different months/
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sections are presented in Table 13 A to F. some work along these lin

es has been attempted by Sastry (1957) and Ranamirtham and Hair (l96h)

at selected areas in the Bay of Bengal and Arabian sea. Sundararamam

et al (1963) observed that the instability noticed in the upper layers
in the northern and central Arabian sea during the post~monaoon season

is the consequence of the transition between the south-west monsoon and
the north-east monsoon.

According to Sastry (1957), when conditions are not stationary

and in the presence of intense mixing, as he observed at two neighbou

ring stations located off Visakhapatnam, the stability criterion gives
‘divergent results. He has also concluded that off Visakhapatnam over

the continental shelf the changes in the vertical stability with depth
are due to mixing in the offshore drift produced by upwelling. More

or less similar divergent results have been obtained for the shelf st

ations occupied during the south-west monsoon period when the offshore

drift gets established in areas where upwelling becomes intense. The

vertical stability conditions of! Cape-comorin (May-August), Quilon

(July--August), Cochin (July-August) and Kasaragod (July-August) clea

rly indicate the effect of the offshore drift during the south-west
monsoon period. comparatively low values of stability/‘instability

were observed at 11 stations during the period of survey viz. December»

February (cape-comorin), December (Quilon), NovemberuJanuary (Cochin)

November (Kasaragod), December-February (Karwar) and J anuary--April

(Ratnagiri). The negative values of stability obsered at the surface
levels during the months April-May-June-July oft Karwar and Ratnagiri
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might possibly be associated with the effectiveness of evaporation in
these latitudes. The resultant increase in salinity and decrease in

temperature (evaporation causes cooling) leads to an increase in den

sity and to a reduction in stability. Ramamirtham and Nair (1964)

while studying the stability characterstics of the surface waters off
Cochin during the different seasons observed vertical turbulence near

the bottom during the monsoon and early post-monsoon seasons. Exis

tence of comparatively less stable conditions at the bottom levels

during the south-west monson period, resulting out of the upwelling

process, is evident from a.uni£orm decrease in the stability conditi
ons below a depth of 50m.

The author feels that the unstable conditions resulting out

of the sinking process during the winter season (November-February)

results in comparatively low values of stability/instability condit
ions at the surface levels. In fact the reduction in stability at
the surface levels could very well be indicative of the existence,
duration and intensity of the process-of sinking. In the case of

the upwelling process, the unstable conditions are more revealed at

the bottom levels with uniform decrease in the vertical stability

values below a depth of 50m. The effect of the offshore drift resu

lting out of the process of upwelling give rise to divergent stability
values at the neighbouring stations both on the vertical and horizo

ntal plane.

Fig. 13 gives the variation of vertical stability below the
thermocline (s), thermocline intensity in terms of Ooc/10 m (I), ver
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tical spread (width) of the thermocline (T) and top depth of the ther

mocline (D),. From the general trend of the figures, the following
conclusions may be drawn.

when the water column below thethermdcline exhibits comparati

vely low values of stability, the top depth of thermocline is shallow
and at the same time the vertical spread of thermocline is large. when

the intensity of thermocline is high, its vertical spread is minimum.

Below the thermocline, the vertical stability is comparatively

low during the south-west monsoon period all along the coast. However,
the strength of thermocline does not vary uniformly along the coast.

It‘s strength is more during the south-west monsoon period in the waters

south of Kasaragod and during post—monsoon in the waters north of Kasar

raged. with regard to the intensity of thermocline, Kasaragod demar

cates the bq:rder line. During the south-west monsoon the stability
below the thermocline is the least and correspondingly the top depth

of thermocline also occurs at comparatively shallower waters. But the

vertical spreading of the thermocline during this season is large.

During the south-west monsoon, the waters south of Kasaragod

indicate least stability below the thermocline. The effect of low sta

bility bringgthe top depth of thezmocline closer to the sea surface with
a figge vertical spread of thermocline. During the same season the eff
ect of increased intensity of thermocline tends to push the thermocline

to the deeper depth with the lowest vertical spread. The.extent of ver

tical spread of thermocline could be taken as an index of upwelling.

Therefore, upwelling. during this season, in these waters, is mainly
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effectod by cozz1p::.rative1:; week stabilities below the thormocline. since
p-—.—.._‘_

tho top depth or the the:-moclino is walloweot during this season, it
1

may be said that the: effect of intensified thermocAine is negligible
when compared to that 01‘ low stability below the thermocline.

In spite of the high intensity of the thormocline in these
waters during this season, because of tho strong effect of the low sta

bility occuring below the thermocline, the waters are upwelrled.

Horth of Kaaaragod the stability helm the thermocline is high

and the intensity or thermocline relatively low during; the south-west

monsoon period. Thus the conditions of stability are not favourable

for promoting upwelling in the Iatexé north of Kmragod during the son
th-west monsoon season.

Theggl Inveraiona:

A thermal inversion can result in the presence of a surtace
current where some of the water in the thermocline may also move in

the direction of flow overriding the deopwater. Similar inversions

are roughly ' S ' shaped (La£ond,19f5# . "2he anther oboerved thermal

inversions in the northern Arabian sea during the months March -April

and their absence in May is attributed to the comparatively weak c1r

culation syatw prevailing in this region during the trmsition period
between the northerly ant? 80\1th«::1‘l;;; currents.

A carom]. ezwuzxination of the bathythemogrwna pertaining to

the different stations/sections for the period 1971-1978 indicated

that thevm‘af. inveroions, generally associated with the bottom of
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the thermoclino, were characteristic of ail the stations ex opt during

tho mouths fiugust vsoptombor (wuticorin ), may-Juno and September

( Cape-comorin), fipril and September (quilon) August ans September

(Cochin), May, June and July (Kaoaragod) and Juno, July and sopbembor

(natnasirib. The thermal inversions Uorqbostl; found at tho surface
levels during the southpuoat monooon/upwelling season and their depth

of occurrence was maximum during the winter season. Their absence

was noticed during tho transition period betnee the northerly and son»

the:-ly currents.

Vart c »ox1nn r q z

§r_='I2LLi.2~5:

Upwelling is the process in the sen whereby the anbuourfaoe

voters move up towards the surface layers. This phenomenon is of great

significance in tho biological productivity of the see. ?he reason for
higher production in npoelling area is due to the high fertility effe
cted by the halo nutrient oalta ( nitrates, a11icatea,phoephatea etc.)
brought up to the well lighted upper layers of the seas. Here the re

eident population of lower plants (phytoplantton) synthesize organic

p1ant:?;::;ary production) from the inorganic substances with thouhelp

of sunlight (photosynthesis) and multiply. A chain action is follored

by oecondry production of animal plankton (zooplonkton) and finally

plankton feeding fishes and their predators congregate in sch produ

ctive areas for feeding. The phenomenon of upelling was explained

qualitatively by Thorada (1909) and subooquotly developed by Mcnvn
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(1934). Sverdrup (l93Osl938) Sverdrup and Fleming (194.1), Hidaka

(l95#,l955) Gunther (1936) etc., have added to our knowledge of the

phenomenon.

Coastal upwelling areas of the world lie mostly along the

western coasts of the continents. Coasts of Peru, California, north»
west and southnwest Africa, west coast of India etc., are good exa

mples of such areas. Exceptions to this pattern are found along

the north-eastern African coast, Somali coast and east coast of Ara»

bia, east coast of India etc. Localised upwelling is found around
areas of divergences. Whereever upwelling is influenced by monsoon

wind system and accompanying currents, the phenomenon is more seas

onal. In coastal upwelling areas sediments rich in organic matter

are found. Athmpts have also been made to chart upwelling areas by

mapping phosphatic deposits (Dragesund 1970).

The economic benefit of upwelling is mainly due to the large

concentrations of commercially important fishes in these areas. Most

of these resources consist of clupeoid fishes with short food chains

(feeding on lower plants and animal-plankton) and their predators

like tunafio

The best example of a highly productive upwelling area is
the coast of Peru with its tremendous catches of anchoveta. other

important productive upwelling areas are the south-west African coast

with it's rich fisheries for pilchard and the California coast with
the sardines. It is well known that major pelagic fisher resources

of India like oil sardine and mackerel lie along the south west coast,
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where regular seasonal upwelling is prevalent. It is estimated that

the upwelling areas of the world, a little over 0.1% of the ocean sur

face, produce about half the world's fish supply.

Mechanism of upwelling:

In principle the process of upwelling can take effect from one
or a combination of the following situations:

Favourable offshore wind component and the resultant offshore
surface drift;
Favourable nearshore current
Favourable diverging current systems

Upwelling due to a favourable offshore wind is effective along
the west coasts of continents where the prevailing winds are either nor

therly or north-easterly during a particular season. The resulting sur
face drift would be deflected towards the right of the wind in the nor

thern hemisphere by a certain angle depending upon the distance from the
equator and in most cases would lead to the developmst of a comparativ
ely strong offshore drift at the surface level. The offshore surface
drift pushes away the surface water which is replaced by the bottom wat

er creeping upwards (Laevastu and Hela, 1970).

In the second situation i.e a favourable nearshore current, the
slow upward movement of bottom waters is caused by the effect of a near

shore current. In order to satisfy the horizontal density gradients,

high density bottom waters are slowly inducted on the left side of a
southerly current flowing along the west coast of a continent (Varada

charig364,Sharma,l967). Along the east coast of continents, the(current
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should have a.northerly flow to satisfy the above said horizontal den

sity gradients. As regards the actual mechanism, there is still cont
roversy as to whether the current is instrumental for the development

of the process or whether the induction of high density bottom waters

is instrumental for maintaining the intensity of the flow.

Thirdly, diverging currents, especially those occurring around

oceanic islands, lead to a shift of the upper Water masses, at the poi

nt where the divergence takes place, which are replaced by sub-surface

waters moving upwards (Pillai & Perumal 1975).

Upwellggg ground the Indian sub-continent

Upwelling in varying intensities has been observed along the

west and east coast of India. The occurrence of the phenomenon corr

esponds to the onset of the south-west monoon (summer monsoon) and

the effect of the monsoon wind system and the resulting current system

on the shelf waters.

Along the west coast, upwelling sets earlier in the south and

progressively shifts to the north. The process commences earlier in

deeper water as early as February and the effect reaches the coastal

areas at the surface levels by July and continues through August to

early September in the south and October in the north. The strong

southerly flow with the coast on the left side induces upward motion

of sub-surface water near the coast. The winds blow with the northe

rly component parallel to the coast till April which helps the process

to intensify. The temperature discontinuity layer (thermocline) climbs
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up during the upwelling season and reaches the surface sometime in
June/July.

Along the east coast, prior to the commencement of the south»

west monsoon (April) the southerly winds are in general found to blow

parallel to the coast. The coastal currents are northerly throughout
the coast which is found to be favourable for the development of up

welling along the coast. As has been already indicated, in the north»
ern hemisphere, a wind blowing parallel to the sea coast with the cone

stline to its left, or an offshore wind, will favour the process of
upwelling.

Probable causes of upwelling along_the §guth—we§§ coast

The basic mechanism of upwelling along the southpwest coast of

India was studied in the past by several workers. According to Banse,

(1968) the prevailing current system and not the wind is to be regard

ed as the main cause generating and maintaining the upwelling. Even

if a uniform current velocity is considered all along the coast, the

rise of denser, deep water will be stronger in the north farther away
from the equator. He is of the opinion that off the south-west coast
of India upwelling starts with the onset of the south-west monsoon and

reaches the maximum intensity during July-August. Darbyshire (1967)

concluded that there is no uwstem.of wind generated upwelling during

the south-west monsoon.period alongfagst coast of India and indicated
that along the west coast of India the dense bottom.waters approach

the surface because of the immediate interplay of the current with the

tilting of the sea surface and thermocline. Rao and Jayaraman (1966)
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and also Pillai and Perumal (1975) reported upwelling around Laksha

dweep island during November/December and attributed the same to the

divergence of current systems in the viscinity of the Islands. Rama»

mirtham and Jayaraman (1960) have stated that off Cochin upwelling

starts by mid August, establishes by late September and ends by mid

October. According to sharma (1968) upwelling along the west coast

of India starts earlier in the south and slowly extends towards north.

He is or the opinion that the process commences at deeper depths earlier

in the month of February and reaches the surface by May. The process

comes to an end by July-August then the top of thermocline in the area

reaches the surface layers. The influence or the river runoff and

rain stratify the surface layers from July onwards thereby oppsing

the process.

The data under study revealed that any one of the above menti

oned theories, is not directly applicable to the southpwest coast of
India as a whole. The causative factors which bring up the sub-surface

waters to surface levels vary in space and time. The process of upwe
lling starts as early as February at the bottom levels. It starts at
the various sections at different times each year. The commenceent

of the process in February was possibly initiated by the northerly

winds which would transport the surface water away from the coast there

by initiating the vertical ascending motion from below. Perhaps the

depth at which the motion gets started, would to a great extent, dep

ends upon the velocity, direction and duration of the prevailing wind
system in a specific area, the bottom.topography, the prevailing curr
ent system at the surface levels and also on the vertical stability of
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the water column. The speed of the ascending motion also would depend

on the continuance of the above mentioned favourable factors with more

or less the same intensity. The onset of the south-west monsoon gene

rates the Somali current (Lighthill, 1969) resulting in a general clo
ckwise circulation in the Arabian sea which in turn develops into a

relatively strong southerly current at the surface levels along the

west coast of India. The comparatively cold, low-oxygenated and den

ser water from sub-surface levels would be slowly brought upwards along

the continental shelf, very near the coast. Depending upon the inten

sity of the various factors which promote upwelling, sub-surface waters

from comparatively greater depths reach surface levels, thereby contr

ibuting to the productivity of the surface waters in a specific area.
A closer examination of the prevailing wind system during the south

west monsoon season revealed the presence of favourable northerly and

north-westerly components in certain localities where the upwelling

intensity also showed correspoindingly higher values. Perhaps it wou

ld be reasonable to presume that the process of upwelling along the

south-west coast of India is brought about by either one or a combina

tion of the factors mentioned above. Hence the commencement, intensity

and duration of the phenomenon varies in space and time.

Effect ofnu wellin on dro raphic cggditiong;

Through the process of upwelling, waters from comparatively dee

per areas of the shelf are slowly brought towards surface layers along

the sea bottom near the coast. These bottom waters in general are
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cool, dense and rich in plant nutrients and above all poor in disso
lved oxygen concentration. Thus, once the phenomenon takes effect,

the coastal waters exhibit a fall in temperature, dissolved oxygen
content and an increase in density and nutrient contents. The pre

sent study indicated evidence of strong upwelling in areas off and

south of Calicut during July, 1977. Towards north upwelling has been

progressively weak. Relatively very low values of surface temperat

ure (2l.l3°c) and dissolved oxygen ( lml 02/L) indicationg the pre
sence of upwelled cool and badly aerated waters were seen at the in

shore stations off Calicut and southwards. A comparison of tempera

-ture values at surface and sub-surface levels for the July-August

period on the continental shelf during the period 19?h-1977 showed

unusually low temperature values at stations located south of Kasara—

god during July, 197? which indicated comparatively stronger upwell

ing during the year. Hydrographic observations carried out during

the south-west monsoon season of the year 1976 revealed that the pro

cess of upwelling was pronounced south of Cochin. A survey conducted

in June, 1978 revealed the presence of upwelling off Quilon. The

water column got stabilised during July-August. comparatively low

temperature (23.95°c), low oxygen concentration (1.461/L) and high

density (Gt 23.16) were observed at the surface levels near the coast.
A comparison of sea srface temperature during July-August for the

period 1973-1978 indicated low values of! Cape-comorin, Quilon, Calicut

and Kasaragod. At most of the coastal stations the oxygen concentra

tions were very low with comparatively denser waters at the surface

levels. It may be pointed out that one characteristic feature of
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upwelled water in the Arabian sea is the low oxygen contet. The top
of thermocline was found very near the surface at most of the coastal

stations. Strong upwelling resulting in the bottom waters reaching

the surface levels was observed off Kasaragod. This could be infe—

rred from the decrease in the dissolved oxygen content at the surf

ace levels. During October, very low surface temperature (21.7°c)

was observed off Mangalore near the coast. Observations carried out

of! Karwar and Batnagiri confirmed that the process of upwelling ex

tended only up to Karwar during 1978.

The upward tilting exhibited by some of the selected isolines

(23°c isotherm and 1 ml 02/L) in the vertical time sections prepared
for the Cape-comorin, Quilon, Cochin, Kasaragod, Karwar and Rathe

giri sections clearly indicated the occurrence and intensity of the

upwelling phenomenon in the area under study. Vertical velocity of

upwelling at the different sections was apprhximately estimated aft

er taking into consideration the net upward movement of the isothe

rm which exhibited maximum oscillations on the vertical plane and

also the time taken to complete the said motion. It is evident from

the time sections that the process of upwelling commenced earlier

(January-February) in deeper (170m) waters at differet sections.The

intensity of upwelling was comparatively higher towards south, espe

cially in the area south of Karwar. Vertical time sections of both

temperature and oxygen were used as indicators of the upwelling pro

cess, since both these parameters influence fish distribution. The

Kasaragod, Cochin and Quilon sections exhibited the lowest oxygen



concentrations on the shelf. The intensity of upwelling was compares

tively less off Karwar and Ratnagiri, than at the southern sections.

Fig. l2 gives a diagramatic representation of the rate of the upward

moveent in cm per day of 23°c isotherm sectionwise/yeariise (1973
1978). The rate of ascent of the isotherm has been calculated from

the vertical distance travelled and the number of days taken to cov

er the distance (Table 14). A comparison of the velocity at the dif
ferent sections in different years indicated large variations from

year to year and section to section showing the variations in the on

set, intensity and duration or upwelling in different years and diff
erent sections. According to Banse (1968), upwelling which begins

with the jouthpwest monsoon causes an uplift of the 20°c isotherm byQT}

90~100m£ regular upwelling to the surface is unknown north of l§°N
Latitude.

The estimates indicated that upwelling was strongest during

1977 with vertical velocities ranging from 65.h cm/day to 86.5 cm/

day in the area.between Kasaragod and Cape comorin. North of Kasa

ragod, both oft Karwar and Ratnagiri, the intensity was comparatively

less thorough:out the period, the highest being 55.7 m/day and
56.3 cm/day during 1973 and 1975 respectively. The least depth of

occurrence of 23°: isotherm was the minimum associated with the high

est velocity showing an inverse relationship between the two parame

ters. Otf Cochin, Quilon and Cape-comorin the isotherm reached depths

of 7m, Om. and 0. corresponding to the highest velocities of 73.6 cm,

83.0 cm and 86.5 cm/day respectively. According to Mcflwen (1934) the

rate of upwelling in the region off San Diego computed from serial
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Diagrmatic representation of the upwelling velocity

(cm/day) off Cape-comorin, Quilon, Cochin,

Kasaragod, Karwar and Ratnagiri

during the period 1973,1978 .
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Table-lg
U wellin Intenait sectionwise earwise based on the vertical

movement of 23°c Isotherm (1973-1925)

Least
depth (m)

Setion Year Dufgzig? moggggii Sgfigdq fogsigfigrm(m) ' '
Cape4comorin 1973 109 53 #3.6 571974 239 97 10.6 431975 155 75 h8.# #5

1333 153 "£2 32"" ‘*213 1Q .5 01978 157 62 39.5 53
Quilon “ 1973 170 95" " ’ 1' 55.9 26

1934 238 117 h9.2 339 5 194 117 50-3 231976 168 112 68.3. 151977 153 127 83.0 01978 160 95 59.4 33
Cochin 1973 311 93 64.1 171974 212 111 53.8 161975 195 96 89.2 171976 167 108 64.? 1619?? 1z+o 103 73.6 71978 201 88 #3.8 2%
Kaaaragod 1973 173 101 58.h 27

133% 33%? 33 3” 329.# 301976 205 127 62.0 171977 179 117 65.# 27"1978 186 11? 62.9 27
Karwar 1933 201 1%: 8 55.7 1619 4 290 29.7 311975 239 103 #3.1 35

13:2 2% 86 ‘M *8112 #'.7 221978 3&9 119 #7.8 15
Ratnagiri 1973 262 75 28.6 501974 290 66 22.8 50

19;? 3&0 135 56.3 459 C O I O O O O I1977 202 100 49.5 701978 220 100 45.5 70
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temperatures was about 66 cm/day. Figures 11A and 11B throw light

on the depth at which this isotherm started tilting towards the sur
face each year at the different sections, the approximate duration

and also the shallowest depth where the isotherm reached at the ces

sation of the upwelling process. The figures also indicate the net
upward motion at the different sections in different years.

Yoshida and Mac (195?) found that a measure of the increase

in the density of sea water at a depth of 150m. is proportional to

the ininnsiti of upwelling along the California coast. A similar
correlation was attempted for the area under study. But the results
did not indicate a definite correlation.

The author is of the opinion that, of the two major factors
which are indicative of the process of upwelling viz. temperature and

dissolved oxygen content, the former is a better indicator of the in
tensity of the phenomenon, since the dissolved oxygen content of the

upwelled water is subject to the influence of various factors such as

production and consumption of oxygen in unit time at different depths,

dissolution of atmosphere oxygin and the resltant transmission due to

advective process etc. Hence it is advisable to select the particular
isotherm which exhibits the maximum vertical moveent and watch its

upward tilting as an indicator of upwelling. The dissolved oxygen val

ues will help in confirming the presence of sub-surface waters at the

surface levels and also the approximate time of the arrival of the up
welled water at the surface.
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Diagramatic representation of the extent and duration

of vertical tilting of the 23% iaothenn section

wise/yearwise (Cape-comorin, Quilon, and

Coch1n- (1973-. 1978)
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F G. 11. B.

Diagramatic representation of the extent and duration

of vertical tilting of the 23°C isotherm section

wise/yearwise (Kasaragod, Karwar and

Ratnagiri (1973- 1978)
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Relationship between the spread of thermocline (M) and the

stability below the thermocline in the area between Lat.

08°OO'N and 17°oo'N along the southewest coast of India

during June-July-August (197h).
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Effect of upwelling_on the fisher; of the region;

Fig. 15A to F shows the correlation between the process of

upwelling and zooplnkton biomass at the different sections. The

maxima for the plankton biomass always followed the peak periods or

upwelling. Whereever the nutrient rich sub-surface water is brought

upwards towards the sunlit surface levels by the process of upwell

ing, it provides the favourable environmental condition for the phy

toplankton production followed by similar bloom in the zooplankton

production. This time lag is dependent on factors such as incoming

radiation and quantum of inorganic nutrients (nitrates, phostphates,
silicates etc) readily available in the upwelled water to promote
phytoplankton production. This interval varies from year to year and

also from place to place. This would mean that the time lag would be

more when the monsoon rain continues with a cloudy sky thereby reduc

ing the incoming solar radiation. The nutrient content of the upwell
ed water would depend on the depth from which it has orginated and

also the time taken by the watermass to reach the surface level. The

plankton biomass curve for Cochin section showed maximum values dur

ing the months July-August during 1976, 1977 and 1978. The minimum

values were observed during the monthsiNovembe—March. As regards up

welling indlces and plankton biomass correlations, the phytoplankton/

zooplankton biomass form the first step, as many of the commercially

important pelagic fishes are plankton feeders. A careful evaluation

of the intensity and duration oghpwelling and the physicdphemical cha
racteristics of the upwelled water in a specific area will enable the



FIG. 1.A

Relationship between the process of upuelling (in terms

of vertical oscillation of 1 ml 02/I. isoline and 23%

isotherm) and plankton biomass off cape-comorin (1973,

19?!» 1975)
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F I G. 5. B

Relationship between the process of upwelling (in terms

of vertical oscillation of 1 ml 02/L isoline and 23°C

isotherm) and plankton biomass off Quilon (1973, l97#:

1975).
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F I G. 15. C

Relationship between the process of upwelling (in terms

of vertical oscillation of 1 ml 02/L isoline and 23°C

isotherm) and plankton biomass o££’Qocknn (1973, 1974,

1975: 1976; 1977o'1978)o
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F I G. lfi. D

Relationship between the process of upwelling (in terms

of vertical oscillation of 1 ml 02/L isoline and 33°C

isotherm) and plankton biomass off Kasaragod (1973 ,

197k: 1975).
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FIG. 15.E

Relationship between the process of upwelling (in terms

of vertical oscillation of 1 ml 02/L isoline and 25°C

isotherm) and plankton biomass off Karwar (1973. 197a,

1975 ).
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FIG. 15.‘;-_

Relationship between the process of upwelling (in terms

of vertical oscillation of 1 ml 02/L isoline and 23°C

isotherm) and plankton biomass off Ratnagiri ( 1973.

1974, 1975).
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predi§:tion of the phytoplankton/zooplankton biomass and the possi
bilities of a good fishery especially for plankton feeding pelagic
fishes sufficiently in adxance.

In general, it was found that the zooplankton biomass was

comparatively high in areas where upwelling was intense. During

July- August 1978 the zooplankton abundance was very significant bet

ween Kasaragod and'Karwar and the increase of the same was doublefold

when compared to values observed during the July-August srvey of 1977.

The effect of the upwelling process on the local fishery to'a
great extent depends on (1) the depth from which the upwelled water

reaches the surface layers (2) the depth to which the sub-surface

waters are brought up during the process of upwelling (3) the nutrient

level of the upwelled water and the resultant phytoplankton/zooplank

ton activity (4) the vertical velocity of upwelling and (5) the period
for which the upwelled water remains at the surface layers rataining

its inherrent thermal, dissolved oxygen and nutrient characteristics.

Out of the above, except for nutrients, all other factors
were considered while arriving at the deductions. Inspite of the high
upwelling velocities observed for Quilon and Cape-comorin_ sections

espectially during the year 19?? (Fig.l2) supported by the other ty

pical upwelling characteristics of comparatively low temperature, high

density, low oxygen waters reaching the very surface, it was found

that the plankton biomass at these sections did not indicate a pro~

portionate increuse during the following months; this was in sharp
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contrast to the condition in the Cochin ans Kasaragod sections where

a proportionate increase in the plankton biomass was observed follo

wing the peak upwelling season. Perhaps the difference observed mi

ght be due to the comparatively low nutrient level of the ppwelled
water which reached the surface levels both off Quilon and Cape-comorin.
The sea bottom on the shallower areas of the continental shelf between

Quilon and Cape-comorin is mostly rocky in contrast to the region no

rth of Quilon where it is mostly muddy.

The surveys made by the Pelagic Fishery Project during the up

welling seas:§n have revealed the existence of pronounced oxygen mini
mum layers especially in areas between Quilon and Kasaragod. when the

cool water of the thermocline with the associated oxygen minimum layer

(0.5ml/L) normally found at depths of 100-150m, rises along the shelf,

it is observed that part of the fish population moves in front of ithto

shallow surfa-; mixed waters and part moves offshore, away from the

centre of strong upwelling. However, at times, the rate of upwelling

Ian suddenly be intensified and the replenishment of oxygen apparently

slow down, which may lead to the mass mortality of fish in the parti

cular area. Off the north-west coast of louth America; upwelling is

some times associated with the phenomenon knowfas ' El Nino '. This
is due to the flow of warm tropical waters over the normally cold up

welled water to a variable distance down the Peruvian coast. The guano
birds which live on the anchoveta of the area cannot dive below the

warm water to reach the fish and they move down the coast to Chile,

leaving all the young birds to die. The phenomenon produces a large



scale change in the availability of anchoveta in these waters and may

affect the year class of fish born in the following season.

Along the south-west coast of India, it was found that bulk

of the pelagic fish population comprising of Indian mackerel, oil sar

dine and whitebait: avoid temporarily areas of intense upwelling. Even
with such temporary ill effects, upwelling is a blessing playing a

great economic role by maintaining high fish production in these areas

Sinking:

Sinking phenomenon:

Sinking is the process in the sea whereby the surface waters

are forced to sink towards sub-surface layers. Normally a similar

downward movement is not possible as the density of sea water slowly

increases with depth preventing any such vertical motion. Perhaps

the only way by which a similar motion could be set in is by the pre
sece of comparatively denser waters at the surface levels. Winter

cooling which results out of a fall in the atmosperic temperature and

also the evaporation at the surface lead to an increase in the densi
ty of the surface layers, thereby promoting the sinking motion. Con

verging current systems are also known to create conditions favourab

le for the formation of sinking, provided there is appreciable diff
erence in the density characterstics or the two current systems. The

sinking water masses slowly move down until they reach intermediate

levels of more or less same density. Perhaps one of the advantages

of the process of sinking is an increase in the vertical extent of
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the surface mixed layer with more or less uniform temperature and sal

inity characterstics. Since the process brings well aerated surface

waters to the bottom.1evels, the dissolved oxygen content or the lub

surface layers also shows a proportihate increase. This assumes great
significance, especially with regard to the pelagic fish populations
in the area as the process leads to an increase in the vertical ext
ent of their habitat. Sinking caused by coverging current systems

also lead to a concentration of plankton in the area where the process

becomes active (Bela and Laevastu, 1952). Along the suthpwest coast

of India, sinking has been reported by several authors in the past.
According to Ramamirtham and.Jayaraman (1960) sinking of the offshore

waters (coastal convergence) occurs over the shelf during December and

a well defined isothermal layer of about 75-l0Om thickness is present

along the west coast. Sharna (1966), after conducting a detailed st

udy of the thernocline characteristics concluded that along the south;

west coast of India sinking is present from September to January.

studies;made by the author als indicated that the process or

sinking is active in the area between Cape-comorin and Ratnagiri dnr»

ing the period September-February. It starts earlier in the south

off Cape-comorin and Quilon. Off Cochin and Kasaragod the process

begins during September and towards north, off Karwar and Ratnagiri

during the months October/November. The process comes to an end ear»

lier in the south (January) and later in the north (March). The phe
nomenon appears to be closely related to the cessation of the upwell

ing process and more or less follows the same trend from south to

north. The vertical oscillation of the 23°c istherm which shows the
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maximum movement on the vertical plane is taken as an indicator of

the process of sinking. An approximate estimation of the velocity

of sinking at the various sections during the year 197% indicated

that the velocities ranged between 79 and 139.5 cm/day. The maximum

velocity of 139.5cm/ day was observed off Kasaragod and the minimum

of 79 cm/day. off Ratnagiri. As in the case of upwelling, the sin
king velocities also showed large variations from year to year and

also from one area to another(Table-15).

Mechanism of sinking:

Under normal conditions the vertical stability of a water
column will be high when the surface waters are less denser than the

sub-surface waters. In areas where the prevailing meteorologica1/hy

drographic conditions alter the above set up, the stability is affe
cted and vertical mixing processes become active. In effect, the pro
cess of sinking is more or less opposite to the process of upwelling.

In the case of the former, the process gets started at the surface lay

era where as in the latter the starting point i.sp_al!ay‘s Wson4_ewhare_.
below. Denser water moves along the vertical plane in favour of gray

vity in the former case (sinking) and against gravity in the latter

-case (upwelling). While the heavier sinking water is comparatively
cold, and well aerated, the dese upwelled water is colder, highly
oxygen deficient and rich in nutrient content.

The sinking water will spread more or less uniform temperature

and dissolved oxygen conditions in the sub-srface layers. The



Table-1

Sinking intensity gbased on the vertical moveqggt

of the 23°C isothggg)

=====:=:===:=m======:==é====:=::==:====:=:=:====::=:=:===:==a;===:===
DownwardPeriod duration Vertical Speed

section’ Year From to (days) ggzgmegg distance cm/day

Cape-comorin 1973 Jul Jan 193 57 140 83 43.0
1974 Oct Jan 96 43 125 82 85.4

'Qui1on 1973 Jul Jan 195 20 190 120 61.5
197a Sop Jan 123 23 l#O 117 95.1
1975 Aug Feb 185 21 80 59 31.9

Cochin 1973 Sep Jan 125 17 1&0 123 98.4
197% Aug Jan 142 16 150 13% 99.4
1975 ser Jan 134 17 150 133 99.3
1976 Aug Apr 262 18 115 97 3?.O

Kasaragoa. 1973 Aug Mar 224 an 119 95 ts;°..z»
197% sep Dec 86 30 150 120 139.51975 Sep Mar 182 35 90 65 35.?
1976 Aug Nov 93 19 108 89 95.7

Karwax 1973 Oct I-tar 151  47 133 as 97.7
1974 Oct. Jan 93 34 150 116 124.7
1975 Oct Jan 92 35 130 95 103.3

Ratnagiri 1973 Nov’ Mar 119 #5 133 88 73.0
197# Oct Feb 119 56 150 94 79.0

. :—u:I-QC-Cut-C-nflwjfijl-1 Zjfiijjjflfi jtuabpauxQofiflfi-Q11%-0-—.g._..._.3,.-.i_’:.;_:j1-v.-¥.-..’.._.:¢._...%—:=aWjjj jjjfiojififijo-Ioijfinjjj “--‘2-"jjj -‘*-‘#—” $
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productivity of the area is also likely to show an increase as the
phytoplankton get distributed in a larger volume of surface water

within the euphotic none. The sinking water, in general, has a higher

density the further it is removed from the equator and will spread

out at greater depths. Both cooling and evaporation at the surface
levels increase the surface density which inturn set in a vertical
convection current. The vertical extent of the convectiive motion

would greatgly depend on the density differences of surface and sub
surface layers.

Basically sinking is a vertical convective motion where the

surface waters become denser and slowly sink to lower levels. The

main causative factors are (1) surface cooling and the resulting in
crease in the density of the surface layers and (2) converging curre

ntsigiffering density cnnditions. Along the south-west coast of India
the effect of the first causative factor is likely to be more away
from the equator. As regards the converging currents, the exact loca

tion of convergence may show variations from year to year depending

on the velocity and density characteristics of the southward flowing

high density Arabian sea water and the northward flowing less denser

equatorial water. Perhaps the shifting of peak sinking area from year

to year and from place to place is possibly originating out of these

differences in the location of convergence zone. Table-15 given the

sinking characteristics of the shelf waters off the southéwest coast

of India ( the station at the edge of the continental shelf being
chosen as the representative unit) as deducted from the vertical osci

lations exhibited by the 23°c isotherm. The commencement, cessation,
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duration and intensity of the phenomenon for different years at the

various sections have been estimated from the vertical time sections

prepared for sea water temperature. Convergence zones can be ident

ified with the help of horizontal surface salinity charts where mar»
ked variations in the surface salinity values are indicative of the

process of sinking reulting out of converging currents (Fig. 2, 3
and 1+).

Effect of sinking on hydrographic conditions:

The most important change which is brought about by the pro

cess of sinking on the hydrographic conditions is the increase in

the vertical extent of the surface mixed layer. The sub-surface
layers of the sea become warmer and more aerated. The thermocline

which is found at the very surface during the south—west monsoon sear

son is shifted towards deeper waters. In general instability.is not
iced at the surface levels during the sinking period. Murthy (1965)

also found the average thermocline depth along the south-west coast

of India to be deepest during winter. In fact some of the benefits
of the upwelling process are derived during the sinking season. This

is especially true with regard to the high nutrient content of the

upwelled water and the resultant plankton b1oom.which occurs during

the sinking period. {he process of singing ale yarnecgp the surface
layers because of the spreading of the northward flowing equatorial

surface water shich increases the depth of the surface mixed layer
and also the dissolved oxygen concentrations at the sub-surface levels.

Perhaps the reversal of the current system at the surface levels along
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the south—west coast from southerly to northerly form the very basis

of the sinking phenomenon and the associated changes in the hydrogra

phic conditions. In fact the convergence zones develpp out of the

northerly current which gets establised by October/November . The

winter cooling is found to be more effective towards northern lati
tudes where an appreciable fall in the atmospheric temperature is

noticed during this period. Another factor which assumes great sig

nificance is the reduction in the fresh water supply through rains and
river runoff which in turn'leads to an increase in the surface sali

nity values characteristic of the waters during the post-monsoon seaam

Convergence zone:

The existence of a convergence zone in the aregannder obser

vation is evident from the horizontal salinity gradients observed

during the period January-March (Fi3.8,3,aud 4). In 1974 the sea suru

face salinity increased from 33%o to 33%o between Xarwar and Ratnagiri

sections. This difference was less pronounced in 1975 at more or less

the same location. In 1973 a similar zone was present between Kasarae

god and Calicut (12° -1l°N Lat.). The variations of surface salinity

suggests that the convergence zone exhibits seasonal variations sprees

ding northwards with the intensity of the northerly flow which carries

equatorial surface water (Darbyshore, 1967 ) towards northern latitude

During the south-west monsoon season, the salinity distribution at the

surface levels is not indicative of the convergence mainly due to the
rainfall and runoff effects.
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_Effect of gigging on the Fisher: of the region:

The period of peak sinking activity along the south-west coast

(October-March) very well coincidejwith the peak fishing season for

two of the major-commercially important pelagic fishes of the area

viz. oil sardine and mackerel. The warming up of the surface water

from the low temperature conditions of the upwelled waters, brought

about by the influence of the warm equatorial waters being carried nor

thward in the northerly current provide the necessary favourable tem
perature conditions. The sinking of surface waters result in an incr
ease in the vertical extent of the surface mixed layer with comparati

vely high oxygen and nutrient concentrations. Thus, as regards the

pelagic fishes are concerned, their favourable habitat get extended

vertically, According to Ramamirtham and Jayaraman (1960), in Decem

ber, sinking of the offshore water (coastal convergence) occurs over

the shelf and a well defined isothermal layer of about 75-100 in thi

ckness is present along the west coast of India. It is also known
that convergences lead to a concentration of zooplankton (Bela and

Laevastu, 19VO). It has been also pointed out by Noble (1972) that

zooplankton dominates in the food of<3i1.5ardines. Eece it is quite
likely that the oil sardine concentrates in areas of zooplankton abun

dance which in turn is related to the phenomenon of convergence along

the coast. It iqbossible that both mackerel and oil sardine move along
with the nhrthsard flowing current which in turn produces convergence

zones where there is possibility for accumulation of zooplankton.
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In the case of white bait it is found that the northerly migration of

the fish starts by early November. The setting up of the northerly
current with the post-monsoon conditions prevailing along the south

west coast viz. comparatively higher oxygen concentrations, the plan

kton bloom which followed the upwelling and the gradual rise in the

sea water temperature resulting from the recession of the upwelling

process provide the fish (whiteebait) with the favourable environmen

tal conditions. By December, the distribution of whitepait spreads
almost all along the southswest coast (between Tuticorin and Ratnagiri).

During both southward and northward migrations exhibited by the fish,

the preyailing surface currents also favour the passive floating and
drifting. The phytoplankton as well as zooplankton bloom which become

efibctive during the sinking season also provide these fishes with the

required food. According to Murthy (1965) the catches for oil sardine

andtfieckerel are maximum during the winter season (period of sinking)

when the northerly drift gets established along the southruest coast

and it is quite possible that the fishery is directly or intimately
related to the coastal drift.

There had been attempts in the past to correlate the oil sardine

and mackerel fishery with rainfall. Normally, the bulk of the oil
srdine catch was lauded following the period of heavy rainfall durng
the south-west monsoon season. The oil sardine fishery at Ullal (Prahhu

et a1.. 1972) on the other hand was lowest (52.1l;)1n 1963-1962. when the

rainfall was heaviest (306.5uB). The catches were better during 1965

1966 and l966~l967 (283.7 t and 385»6 t respectively) when the annual
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rainiall was comparatively 10! (274.1 an and 283.6 on respectively)

Pradhan and Roddy (1963) on the otherhand found an inverse correla

tion.between annual rainfall and mackerel catches off Calicut. They

have also reported that high temperature and salinity affect ths~nack~

erel fishery adversely. The mackerel season in North Kanara coast

coincided with the transition period from the low salinity and temp

erature conditions during the southswest monsoon period to the high

salinity and Iarlor-conditions of solar (Rananurthy, 1965).

Organic groduction

All marine life, including fishes, are sustained by orgaic
production, the fixation of carbon by small, microscopic tloating and

drifting plants occuring in the euphotic zone, the phytoplankton. The

products of photosynthesis viz. carbohydrates, oil, fats, proteins,
vitamins etc. are consuned by minute floating and drifting animals.

the zoplankton, which in turn are eaten up by larger ones and so on

at different trophic levels.

As has been already prointed out, the process of upwelling enrh

iches the euphotic zone leading to a phytoplankton hloon after a certa

in lapse of time and away from the area where the upwelled water reach

es the surface levels. The area of concentration normally depends up

on it's desplacement by«hy~the direction and velocity of surface curr

ents. According to Henon (1945), on the west coast o£'India the bloom

of phytoplankton during the south»rest monsoon is noticed at! the
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Trivandrun.coast from January onwards reaching a.peak in;Hay. Fur»

ther north, of! Calicut and northwards the peak is attained in.July

August, This would indicate the commencement of upwelling at subs

surface lerels much earlier even when the current is northerly along
the west coast, From.Ssptemher onwards the phytoplankton bloom.van

ishes, This would indicate the cessation ofupwelling from there on

(Subramonyan, 1973).

Distribution of different groups of planktonic organisms var

ies greatly depending on their place in the food chain; the higher

the trophic level they occupy, the further they are removed in space

and time from areas of enrichment (Vinogradov and ibronina). By the ’

time the predators attain their population maximum in the sequence of

biological evets in the sea, they may be located quite some distance
away from the centre of upwelling. Rao and Hair (1973) have shown

that chaetognaths are exclusively carnivores and occupy the tertiary

level in the food chain. Naturally areas of maximum ohaetognath pop

ulation can be expected to be located away from the upwelling areas.

Previous studies on the chaetognathe of Indian Ocean (vijayalakshmi,

1969) also indicated that population maxima during the southswest mon

soon period are not adjacent to the upwelling region but shifted tea
ards the fringe of the enriched area.

Gushing (1971) in his comprehensive review of the upwelling

areas in the world oceans has discussed at length the production

cycle in the upwelling aystms. According to him the peak production
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reaches the surface not star from the centre or upwelling and the plant

and animal populations move away from the centre ofiupwelling.

Pri:ma_;z pgduction in the area under study:

hair at al. (1973) have reported on the organic productivity

at selected stations_off the west coast of India, within 50;, iitenoe
of carbon production beneath a square metre of the sea surface (Table

].6). The average productivity values for all the stations observed

within 50m depth comes to 1.19 gc/ma/day equivalent to an annual gro

ss production of 431+ gc/ma/year which is quite high compared to several

other areas or the world as can be seen from '1'§b1e—l7. It has been obs
erved that the level oflEroduction.is more towards the coast and ieee

towards the edge of the continetal shelf and least outside the~-scholar.

Beyond 50111., the mean value or primary production is round to be

0.£a.3gc/B2/day, with an annual net production of 25gc/ma/year. Based

on these carbon production values and the known yield rates in intu

sively exploited areas in other parts or the world, it is estimated
that 1,200,000 tone of fish could be harvested from the area within

50m depth of the west coast (flair et a1. 1973). This figure is almost

double that of theffresent yield from the area. An additional quantity
of 500,000t. yield is computed for the area outside the 50m. depth

contour up to the shelf edge. A sumary oilpfimary production values
in go/ma/day for the different state/depth] zones of the area under

study given by lair et al (1973) is reproduced in Table-18.



Tab1e—16

Values for d§;;1 Erimggz production gt some stations along the
west coast of Indig eggregsed as grams carbon fixed beneath a

==:.-.:::.-.=:======%::=:=a=== =aua:=:a:a=*::==:==1-.-==:..-::=:=::=n=:3=

_____ _____ __ffffffff __________ __ Depth in Prc§§ction
Date Latitude Longitude metres Sc/m /dayN E

5 . 6 . 1965 8°00’ 77°20’ 38 2.09
15 . 12. 1965 13°25‘ 75°10‘ no 0.9516 . 12. 1965 Karuar Bay 7 1.39
3.. 2 . 1966 9°4ov 76°00’ 40 0.13
6 . 9 . 1966 9°00! 76°aov as 1.24
7 . 8 . 1967 14°08‘ 74°18i so 0.616 . 9 . 1967 9°53’ 76°10! 18 2.3?
7 . 9 . 1967 9020- 76°51' 50 1.18
7 . 9 . 1967 6°42! 76°35‘ 35 1.26
9 . 9 . 1967 7°45’ 77°19' so 0.A8
9 . 9 . 1976 7°45‘ 78°00’ 47 1.45
20 . 7 . 1968 8°53’ 76°21* 50 1.12
21 . 7 . 1968 1o°29' 75°51’ 37 0.89
22 . 7 . 1968 11°19' ?5°36' 28 1.34
26 . 7 . 1968 12008’ 79°58’ 37 2.65



Table-1
Annual Erimgjz Eroductivity (gross) in cojrgtain marine environ

ments as grams carbonfper sqgare metrq_of sea surface
(Nair 21'-_ §_1. 1973)

=3:3:=83332833883333333333338332’-.:=3B==3=3=====:=================:3==3

Locality Egg; fi;§:: Reference
Barents Sea 170 - 330 Krops and Verjbinskaya 1932
English Channel 60 - 98 Cooper, 1933
Georges Bank 309 Riley, stommel and Bum

pus, 1949
North Sea 5? - 82 steelg 1956
Long Island sound #70 Riley, 1956
Off Hawaii (open ocean) 21 Doty and Oguri, 156
Off Hawaii (inshore) 12.3 - do 
Turtle grass bed (Florida) #650 Odum, 1956
Hawaiian coral reef 2900 Kohn and Helfrich, 1957
Shelf waters off New York

Shallow coastal region 160 I
continental slope 100 B Ryther and Yentach’ 1958

North Central Sargasso Sea 78 - do 
Gulf of Mannar (inshore within

10 depth) ?#5 Prasad and Nair, 1963
Temperate oceans 100 - 150 Strickland, 1965Equator 110 - 1&6 - do 
Barren tropical oceans 50 - do _
West Coast of India (within

50 m depth) 63h Ra1r.g§.§; 1973
East coast (Continental shelf) 230 - do 
=an:=====an===zsazanaaaaanaananzas=na======fl===B=====8=3======33885333



Table-18

Summary of primanx_production values for different zoqgg

along the west coast of India in gc/mg/day (Nair et g;

.1221)
==3=::::=:::=::=::=:::=3:==:==:===::=====:==::=========== ““““““““ “"==

Upto 50 m 50 to 200 m 200 m
5tate3 No.of Total Ave- No.of Total Ave- No. To» Aver»stns. rage stns. rage of tal age

stns.

Madras
(West Coast) 3 #.0O 1.35 h 1.49 0.37 6 1.08 0.18

( 1 4.55 !+.55 J
Kerala 10 12.1? 1.22 13 3.20 0.25 22 3.80 0.17
M3801‘?-' 6 6«50 1.08 1. 0.77 0.19 3 0.84 0.28
Maharashtra -- ~- -- 2 0.23 0.12 -- - -

19 22.67 1.19 21: 5.69 0.43» 31 5.72 0.18
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zoo la ton:

The zooplankton productivity showed a close relationship with

monsoon and the associated upwelling. The west coast is mainly infl

uenced hy the southpwest monsoon where as the Gulf of Manner is infl

uenced by both south-west and northpvastenoneoons.

In the nain.upuellins area on the west coast, between Kasaragod

and Quilon, the peak of sooplankton abundance occurs in July-August

period with another peak during 0ctober~Decamber. The latter period

was also the peak period for the northern regions, off Karwar and Rat

nagiri. In the cm: or Manner,’ highest procmctivity wasbbaervea in

July and in November-December period.

The correlation between the process of upwelling (shown in the

upward moveqent or 23% isotherm and 1 ml/L 02 ieoline) and zooplankton
biomass (displacement volume n1/n3) observed or: Capo-comorin, (1975

1975). qunon (1973-1975). Cochm (1973-1978) xaaarasoa (1973-1975).

Karwar (1973-1975) and Ratnagiri (l973~19?5); is presented in Figures:

15A to 15F.- The pattern which has emerged out clearly indicate a clo

se relationship betwoe upwelling and plankton production in the area
under study.

Ichthyoplankton was most abundant from May to September, with

a peak in July-September period, moderate in October and.November and

low from Decenber to April.

Sardine larvae were found all year round but mostly between June
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sud August. Main spanning ground seemed to be between 8°N and 10° 30'R

on the middle and outer shelf in a 10-ln. miles band, Zon. miles off
shore (1q.0-80m). Moderate spawning activity of this group of fish was

also registered south of Quilon and south-east of Tuticorin.

Mackerel seems to have more extended spawning season than sard

ine. High density of mackerel larvae were found in April, July, August

and November. On the other had, neither eggs nor larvae of this speci

es were found in January, March and December. Main spalning ground is

believed to be between 8°ana 15°11 Let. in a ma. miles belt (mostly

between 55 and 100: depth) 11th most larvae observed or! Cochin and

Karwar.

The major part of whitebait ichthyoplankton was found between

April and August in the waters above 20-601:. In the central area, bet

ween Quilon and Kasaragod (?°3O'-1103) the peak spalning occurred in

Ha?-Ju2l.y period, whereas south of Quilon and off Cape-comorin this hap

pened in October-Hovember period.

The average plankton biomass values (Ill/33) in the midshelf (3rd

stations from the coast) for the different sections during theperiod
19’n-1978 is aven in Table-19. Manon and George (197?) after condu

cting a study on the abundance of zooplankton along the south-west coast

of India during the period 1971-1975 reported a recurring pattern in the

zooplankton abundance and distributions in the shelf waters. In general

the period from July to September was found to be the time of peak plan

kton production, with a fairly uniform concerntration of plankton beyond
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the nearshore waters all along the coast. Thereafter until December

a shoreward shift or the concentration was evident especially in the

south. At the same time the continuous distribution broke up, became

patchy and the overall abundance was greatly reduced and reached the

lowest level in January and February. They also found that the biol

ogical cycle was clearly influenced by the process ofupwelling espec

ially in the central and southern region.

Fishegx in the area under gtugxz

The area chosen for the study comprises of the south~west coast

from (Ratnagiri (lat. 17°n) down to the south-east coast. upto Tuticorin

(Lat. 9°N) including the coasts of southern Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka,

Kerala and southpwest and southpeast coasts of Témilnadu.

The estimates o£’mar1ne fish landings in the country, for each
‘maritime state, the species-wise composition and effort expended in

obtaining the catch etc. are published by the Central Marine Fisherv

ies Research Institute at ochin every year. These estimates were

made use of in the preparation of statistical review which is based

on the catch statistics relating to the ten year period of 1968-1977.
The pattern or landings in the area.under study only in relation to
the all India landings, are considered here. Regarding the states of

Haharashtra and Tgnilnadu, though only parts of the states come under
the area, the landings for the entire state are considered here as the

figures for the respective parts.o£ the states are not available.



Total marine fig]; catch

The annual. landing figures for the entire country and for the

individual states under reference for the period 1968-1977 are given

in Table-20. During this period, the total catch can be seen to be
fluctuating, though not very widely. The average annual catch for

the period was 1,154,051 tonnes and the corresponding tigures for the

five states and the percentage contribution to the total fish landings
(.411 India) were as follows:

state Avig-§’;:§§¢h gggyggégjggam

Tamil Radu 175,262 15.3
Korala 373.935 32.4%
Karnataka 92,290 3.09.;Goa 26,1£;l 2.3%
Maharashtra 2.11;, 663 18.6%

is a single state, the contribution of Kerala to the total
fish landings of the country is naxinnm. The year 1975 recorded the

naximm catch or 1.192 million tonnes for the whole country while the

minimum recorded was 0.91 million tonnes in 1969. The year 1972 has

recorded a steep decline tron 1971 conparedgto other years. However,
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1973 has shown good improvement and the decline was considerably off

set by an increase over the year 1972. The year 1975 has shown vast

inprovenent over the previous years, though 1976 and 197? have shown

declines fro: the previous years.

9.1_l.;§a£&2¢

011 Sardine, represented by the species Sardinella longepe,
val. has an important share in the total marine fish landings. The

average annual landings were 1,7899% tonnes contributing 15.% to

the total marine fish catch. It is a highly fluctuating fishery and
Kerala and Karnataka are the most important states for this fishery.

In 1971 the highest sardine catch (i,9£p,977 t) was made contributing

93.17% to the all India 011 sardine production.

In 1977, of the country’: total oi]. sardine catch, 78.17% came

from Kerala state alone. On an average 38.5% of landings in Kerala and
33.6% in Karnataka comprised of Oil sardine. The average landings of

this fish in Kerala and Karnataka were 144,151. tonnes and 31,015 tonnes

respectively and together they accounted for 98% of the total oil sardine

landings of the country. Thus the contribution from other states to this
fishery is negligible.

Quarter--vise landings of oil sardine in [circle and Karnataka dur
ing the period 1968-1978 is given in Table-21. ‘rho year 1968 was a peak

period for this fishery with a total landingsof 301.6111 tonnes. In the
allowing year, there was heavy decline of 127 thousand tonnes while
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‘there was some improvement in the year 1970. The year 1972 has also

seen a heavy decline of about 82 thousand tonnes. In the rest of the
years the total landings remained with less fluctuations.

Sea n acts of oil ardino she 2

The average quarter-wise catch (tonnes) of oil sardine for
the states of Kerala and Karnateka were as follows:

Kerala Karngtggg

First quarter 37.927 (26.3%) 12.285 (39.6%)
(January-March)

Second Quarter 16,335 (11.3%) 351 (1.r%)
(April-June)

Third Quarter 22.384 (15.5%) 390 (1.3%)
(July-september)

Fourth Quarter
(0ctober—December) 67,509 (46.9%) 17.990 (58.0%)

The figures in brackets give the 1and1nge.o£ each quarter as

percentage of annual average landings. From the above it is clear

that the first and fourth quarters are the most important for this
fishery, especially in Karnataka.

The second and third quarters relating to the period April to
September, have landed 26.8% in Kerala and only 2.#% in Karnaraka.
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While in certain years first quafer has landed more than the fourth
quarter, in other years the reverse is the case. Thus it cannot be

exclusively established which of the two quarters is sore productive.

Mackerel:

Next in importance to oil sardine in the area under study

is the fishery for mackerel, Rgstrelliger kangggrtg (Cuvier). It's

average lanlfings were 85,516 tonnes contributing 7.4% to the total
marine fish catch. Kerala and Karnataka, oncegain, are the most

important states for this fishery followed by Goa and Maharashtra

( in Maharashtra the southernmost part of the state which is included

in the area under study is the only mackerel landing; area of the state?

Like oil sardine the fishery for mackerel also shows considerable flu

ctuations. The year 1971 was a peak year for this fishery Iith a to
tal‘ landing of 204,600 tonnes. The states of Kerala, Karnataka and

Goa also recorded maximum annual landings in this year. The year 1968

recorded the minimum catch of 21,700 tonnes and imilarly did the above

three states. From the year 1968, the landings showed continuous tnhru

ease till 1971. The year 1972 has witnessed a heavy decline of over

95,000 tonnes from the previous year. In fact the landings of 1972

were only slightly over 50% of the landings of 1971. The years 1973

and 1974 recorded further declines as compared to the previous years.

Seasonal asgectg gf mackerel fiflegx:

The average quarteruuise landings of mackere1(tonnes) for the
states of Kerala and Karnataha are as fo11ows:—



xorala Kama

First Quarter 9395 (32.7%) ?10?(26o5%)
(Jamar;-Harsh)

second Quarter 6509 (21.55) 1663 (6.&)
(April-Jun)

Tum Quarter 4322 (mm 993 (ms)
(Jill:-September)

Quarter 9566 (31.6%) 17029 (63.6%)
(October-Beecher)

The fourth quarter landings are higher than the other quar

ters in Karsataka. As in the case of 011 sardine, second and third

quarters generally recorded 10: landings of this nah. The first
quarter has recorded substantial landings of this fish in certain

years. fable-22 gives the quarter-vise landings for 1968-1973 for
the two states.

‘whitebait ggchon) :

Fishing/Acoustic surveys have shown that besides mackerel

and 01.1 sardine, white bait, 1.: one or the inportant varieties or
fish in the area udor study. Hackerel and oil sardine are landed
outside the area in the states of Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra in wall
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quantities. ‘rho landing; figures or these fieheefifliackorela and Oil
Sardine) for the area are obtained by totalling up the complete lan

dings of all the five constituent etatee viz. Tamil Nadu, Kerala,

Karnataka,. Goa and Maharashtra. White—-bait, is landed all along the
coastline more or less in a unifors pattern. Three species or the

genus ggchovieila viz. ggheteroloba, A,.,Batavienei§ and &
are the main component EPOC-19-3tCK white-bait stock in the area, named

in the order or their abundance. The landing figures are obtained by
addition of landings in the states of Kerala, Karnataka and Goa and

proportionate figuree for Tamil Bach: and Maharashtra 1.0.. one fifth

of Tmil Each: and one third of Maharashtra, landings according to the

length of the coastline of those two states included in the areémder
study.’

White-bait landings were maxim in the area in the year 1971;

(21,791; t) and the all-India landings were also maxim: the same year

(£|J=..50? t). The contrihltion from the area for the all-I.‘nd1a landings

Ian naximn from this fishery in the year 1972 (6%)...

Table-No.23 axes the quarter-rise landingsaf white-‘baits in the
area. The average landings (tonnes) for each quarter for the period
are as follows:
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Average landings

First Quarter 1208 (9.59%)
(January-March)

Second Quarter 2092 (l6.6l%)
(Apri1—June)

Third Quarter 3538 (23,o9%)
(July~September)

Fourth Quarter 5756 (45.71%)
(October-December)

From theabove table it is clear that the third and fourth

quarters of the year comprising of the period July to December is

the most important part of the year for this fishery. On an average
nearly three fourths of the total landings of the year come during

this:period from the area under study. The states of Tamil Nadu

and Kerala, forming part of the area under observation have shown

this aspect significantly for most of the years during this period.

Surface fish concentrations:

The results of fishing/acoustic surveys carried out onhoard

”R.V. Rastrelliger" and "R.V. Sardinella" revealed the seasonal and

spatial distribution of oilsardine, mackerel and white—bait fishery
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and also their 111:: history and habitat (phase I progress Reports No.

2,lt,6,8,9,lI.,l2,l3 and 18 of Pelagic Fishery Project,,Co::hFn.)

The observed distribution and area of maxlmm abundance of oil

sardine, mackerel and white bait are given in Table at. and 25.

figs
The seasonal changes in the spatial distribution of adult oil

sardine schools seen to follow a pretty regular pattern. During the

south-west monsoon, the bulk of the adult population breeds on the

niddle shelf off the south;-test coast, possibly in disbursed torna
tion since positively idmtified schools of this species were very rar

ely (July, 1976:) reported during June/July period. Towards the end of

August, and particularly in September large sized schools were obser

ved in the surveyed area. During October, particularly in November

Decenber, the fish move close inshore so that very few schools are fou

nd beyond 20:. depth. This situation remains unchanged until Harch/

April when the fish disappear from the inshore waters too. Except in

the south, where young fish were found also in February, most ofthe

young oil sardines are found in July-August period.

011 sardine spawn all the year around but mainly during south

west monsoon. The principal spawning ground was found to be off the

west coast between 8° 30'! and 10° 30'R, 20 miles offshore. The mat

urity is reached towards the end of first year of life when the fish
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is 16 on long. (Large adult fish (150-190 mm) were caught in August

and occassionally in January/March period (Phase 2- Progress Report

30.6). It was believed that a very high post spawning mortality eli
minates older fish from the fishery so that the exploitation is carr

ied out nainly on zero age group population (Phase I-Progress Report

30.18). It seems, however, that this is valid only for the indign
ous fishery, using beach mines and boat seines in very shallow
waters.

comparing the acoustic survey results with the exploratory

fishing results, one can conclude that there is no firm indication
that either the main fishing season (September-April) or principal

fishing area (inshore waters shallower than 30:) can be extended for

comercial exploitation.

Hackerel ;

to oil. sardine, the fornation of mackerel schools sta
rts towards the and of southwest monsoon than the fish concentrate at

the surface in the area of peak plankton production. From August to

October many schools were observed in the ulrveyed area, 5-Zon. miles

offshore although in some years, e.g., in 1972 they were found inshore

one although-4:3-soneatears,-ergr,is3:9?2-they—vere-foundinshorer

1--Bmniles from the coast, during the same period (Phase I-Progress

Report no.2) . From November to March the fish is in shallow waters

and hardly any school was observed beyond 201:. depth contour. In April
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the offshore migration starts again, the fishing season is over

and in April/Kay period the schools were spotted again during the

acoustic surveys. Except in 1976, no mackerel schools were posit

ively identified during the main monsoon period.

The spanning period of this fish seems to be rather exten

ded, from April to October, and it occurs at the end of the first
year of life when the fish measures 22-23 on (Phase I-Progress Re

port No.18). The main spawning area is believed to be between 8°

and 15°! in a l0n.ni1e tide belt, mostly between 35 and 100 m depth.,

Similar to sardine, it is believed that the naturaltmortality is

ftery high after the first spawning since mackerel, larger than 25cm,
are very rarely caught in both comercial catches as well as in ex

ploratory catches: outside traditional fishing grounds.

Although the identification of schools was not always reli

able, data based on results of exploratory fishing was available.
Mackerel was found in deeper waters than sardines( Jlne/July 1976,

September 197?) and that only juvenilesmove inshore while the adu

Its remain offshore (Phase. I--Progress Report lo.l8), where theycan

be detected by sonar. I! this is a regular phenomenon, then the tis
hing area can be extended offshore, by using appropriate fishing ves

sels, e.g., mall fined purse seiners or alter towing boats.

Whitebgt:

or all the fish studied firing both phases of the Project,
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whitepait showed the clearest and steadiest pattern of the seasnal,
spatial and diurnal vertical distribution. The migration pattern
was repeated in all survey years, practically without exception.

Between November and April the fish is more or less scattered and

spread all along the area between 10 and 50 depth. In April, the
suthward noveent starts and during monsoon period the entire stock

seem to be concentrated in the Gulf of'Hannar, east and south-east

of cape-comorin. During September/October the fish start again the

northward migration and scatter along the coast.

It is believed that the monsoon upwelling, with cold and oxy

gen deficient waters close to the surface, is the main factor which

causes the southward migration into more stable oceanic environment

of the Gulf of Manner. The spreading of the whiégait stock from the
Gulf of Hannar coincides with the development of homogeneous well

aerated water above the eouthnwest shelf. Whitetait is found during
the day close to the botton.in irregular schools and it scatter at

night in dense layers, which sometimes:1n the Gulf of‘Mannar, cover
the entire water column from surface to bottom.

Three aecies of the gene Agggzgggla, namely gaheterolobg,

‘ggggggggggggg and.A,5g;;;gggg; are the main component species of the

Ihitehait stocks in the area, named in the order of their abundance.

or these, Agbatgviensis is found mostly inshore in waters less than
20m depth, A.heteroloba is found in the intermediate depth (15-45m)

and A.no1lingeri is mostly offshore, deeper than #5! (Phase I-Progress
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Report No.6). The latter species is also found more abundantly in the
northern region and it is possible that it migrates outside the area
under observation (Progress Report Ro.18).

There seems to be a protracted spawning season for white bait,

tic peak spatnings in the pre-monsoon and post-monsoon period (Progress

Report No.13,18). 30% maturity is reached at the end of first year of

life when the fish measure 66 mm §§,hetero1obg} and 70 5m gighataviensis)

Lire span seems to be 2 years (Progress Report No.6).

The biomass estimates showed rather wide seasonal variations.»

with the exception of 1975 when the madman biomass was estimated dur

ing April/Hay survey and when most or the fish was in the northem

region, the usual peak estimates were obtained during main concentra

tiorrperiod in the Gulf of Hannar, from June to August. The year 1975

was also the year of maximum biomass estimates for all species and the

average white-iaait standing stock was estimated over 0.9 million tonnes,

with a maximum estimate ot 1.5 mlnon t in April/May (Progress Report

No.13).

The average biomass for all surveyed years was 367.000

tonnes but if the exceptional 1975 figure is excluded, this value would

be 275,000 tonnes.

Potential catch of whitebait was estimated to be 150,000 tonnes.

It is Very probable that this figure is on the conservative side and
that even higher optimum yield could be obtained. with the present
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annttal catch.of-1eos than 15000 tonnes the production can be incre

ased several times. The problem is, however, that the exploitable
concentrations of this fish exist only during a short period of 3-1;

months (June-August/September) and that the weather is rather unfav

ourable during that particular period for the existing fishing craft
in the main concentration area. The exploitation problem can be over

come by the use ofilarger vessels which can operate pelagic trails or

pursetpeines during monsoon.

4. POSSIBLE ooanmwrxons BETWEEN oILseRnmg:_z xgcxnnm. an

wen-2: BAIT FISHERY AND THE oessmmn oc oe HI

BIOLOGIQAL pgflrrsng :

Oil Sardine and mackerel constitute two of the major pelagic

fishes in the area under study. ‘rho oil sardine fishery connmces
Just after the beginning of the south-west monsoon rainfall and lasts

from August to March, September-December being the peak period of occ

urrence (Jh-‘Lnsran. 1975). shoals appear first in the south and then

show up gradually in succession towards the north. The beginning of

the fishery is marked by the entry of big-sized fish in the advanced

stage of maturity. The major fishery is constituted by the medium

sized fish and the peak season general]: extends from September to

January. The fishery comes to an md by April/flay.

Along the south-rest coast of India, the mackerel fishery starts
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earlier in the south (South of Calicnt) by August md lasts up to Feb

ruary. The area between Calicut and Ratnagiri is very important as

far  the mackerel fishery is concerned. Between calicut and Hang

alore, the fishery starts in August/September and lasts till Harch/
April. North of Hangalore, the fishery starts late in 0ctober/Nove
amber and lasts till February/Harsh. Both oil sardine and mackerel

make large scale migrations from off shore to inshore waters and from

mouth to north along the south-west coast, imediately following the
south-west monsoon rainfall.

There were several attempts made in the past to explain the

fluctuations of pelagic fishes such as mackerel and sardine around

Indian waters and other regions and relate them with one or more of

the Oceanographic parameters. contributions made by Boys (1957),

Carruthe-rs et a1 (1959). Harv-(1939). Radovich (1959), Eda (1952),

Waltord (19156), Hela and Laevastu (1962.,1962,197°)9 King and Heda

(1957), sillilan (1950). pansnar (1949). chiaambaran and Manon (191.5)

Bhinachar and George (1952) noble (19?2) Pradhan and Roddy (1962) ,

Earthy (1965), Bense (1959,1968), Prahhn et a1 (1972), mbrmonyan

(1973). Anton? Rada (197%). Pillai and Pernnal (1975): CI1rriee:(all.971).

Devanesan (1916:) Dragesund (1970). George (1953). Hulmndan (1971).

Prasad (1969). Rwamilrthi (1965): 3&0 (1973): 0'-1311133 (1971) Hnrtm

and Edelnan (1966), etc. are worth Ientioning in this context.

Pmikkar (1919) observed that delays in the onset of monsoon

on the Indian coast are often followed by delays in the fishing seasons
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for mackerel as well as oil sardine. Chidambaram and.Menon (l9h5)

found correlation between the lanings of mackerel and the environ

mental factors such as rainfall, surface temperature, salinity, speci
fic gravity of sea water.and planktonic abundance in the areas offish

ing . Bhimachar and George (1950) observed that the mackerel landings

show their peak and coincide with or follow the abundance of plankton.

Noble (1972) reported an inverse correlation existing between‘

sea surface temperature and duration or mackerel fishery ot£pI(arwar.
During 1955-1956 and 1956-1957 the minimum sea surface temperature dur

ing the south-west monsoon period decreased with a corresponding;incr€3e
in the duration of the mackerel fishery. During 195641959 the minimum

once again dropped to the.1owest Value for the previous ll~year period

and the mackerel fishery season was the longest. During 1961-1962 the

sea surface temperature recorded during the southnvsst monsoon period

was the highest for the previous 11-year period and the duration of

the fishery was the shortest. According to Murthy (1965) the clue

for the seasonal and regional variations of both sardine and mackerel

fishery has to be found partly, it not wholly, in the variations of
the pattern of the coastal currents. 'According to him catches are maxi

mum during winter season when the northerly drift gets established along

the coast. According to Rao tel (1903) the oil sardine fishery dominay

tes between Alleppey and Malpe and mackerel fishery between Calicut and

Malwan. The northern areas appear to be more favourable for mackerel

fishery, probably due to a sudden increase in salinity occurring northp

wards from the region off Mangalore(Ramamirtham et al (1965).December
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appears to be the peak season for oil sardine and October for mackerel.

In December sinking of the offshore waters (coastal convergence) occurs

over the shelf and a well defined thermal layer of about 75-lOOm thick»

ness is present along the west coast (Ramamirtham and Jayaraman, 1960).

It is well known that convergence bring in concentration of zooplankton

(Bela and Laevastu, 1962); It ispbserved that zooplankton dominates in
the food of oil sardines (Noble). Hence the abundance of oil sardines

may be related to the phenomenon of convergence along the coast. Mack

erel normally feeds at the surface (Hardenberg, 1956). Rao and Rao

(1957) have observed that Juvenile mackerel is selective in its food

nhabit and adult ones are planktonic feeders. Hence it is probable that

areas where plankton productivity is high, constitute a favourable en

vironment for mackerel. During the south-west monsoon season there is

decrease in the salinity of sea water due to rainfall at the surface
levels. Low salinity is favourable for phytoplankton production

(subramonyan 1959). In both oil sardine and mackerel tishey the max

imum abundancehs found between Hangalore and.Ma1pe when the upwelling

intensity was also maximum. The mechanised fishing operations in the

area between cannannore and.Manga1ore proved to be better during the

post-monsoon period of the year'1962 tha.the south Malabar coast where

upwelling was not intense during the same period (Ramamirtham 1967).

It is possible that the fish moves along with the northward curr

ent which in turn produces convergence zones where zooplankton accumul

ates and the migration.o£ these fishes is related to feeding conditions.

Pradhan and Roddy (1962) have reported that high temperature
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affected the mackerel fishing adveé§ly off Calicut. According to Remap

murthy (1965) thgackerel season in north Kanara Coast coincided with
the transition period from the low salinity and low teperature cond

itions during the south-west monsoon to the high salinity and warmer
conditions in summer.

Pradhan and Roddy (l962) round an inverse correlation between

annual rainfall and mackerel.catches oft Calicut. The sardine fishery
at Ulla]. was lowest (52.1 1-.) in 1963-1961. when the rainfall Ian heav

iest (306.5 cm). The catches were better during 1965-1966 and 1966

196? (£83m? t and 385.6 t respectively) uhen the annual rainfall was

comparatively low. (Z7&. lcm and 283.6cm respectively) (Prabhu et a1.

1972).

Bela and Laevastu (1962) reported that the depth of the pelagic

shoals depends largely on the vertical extension of the mixed layer.

similarly the vertical distribution of the buoyantly floating eggs
and larvae of pelagic fishes is dependent on the vertical extent of the

surface mixed layer (King and Hida 1957,s1l1inan 1950).

The present study revealed the following possible correlation;

between some of the observed oceanographic and biological parameters

and the occurrence and migration of oil sardine, mackerel and white-bait

(Anchovy) within the area under study. A brief resume of observations

on oceanographic conditions, plankton and fishery for oil sardine,
mackerel and white~bait made onboard "R.V. Rastrelliger" and "R.V. San»

dinella" during the period 1971-1978 is given in Tab1e—26.
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Oil sardine and mackerel:

The process of upwelling commences earlier in the south and

slowly extends towards north. The low dissolvedooxygen concentrat

ions of the upwelled water compel the fishes to avoid, temporarily,

areas of intese upwelling. Hence their vertical distribution during

this season is limited to a.narroI column above the top or the therm
ocline. when the comparatively cold waters of the thermocline with

the associated oxygen minimum layer rises along the continental shelf,

it is.observed that pat or the fish population moves in front of it
in.to shallow srt'mixed eaters and part moves offshore away from the
centre of strong upwelling. The plankton bloom following the upwell

ing attracts these plankton feeders to move behind the northward spr

eading of the upwelling to take advantage of the plankton bloom.

As upwelling spreads northwards, the sedpurtace temperature
falls to the optimum levels of tolerance for these fishes, thus pro
viding them with the favourable conditions at the surface levels.

During the peak of south-test monnoon rainfall, the sea surface
salinity falls substantially all along the coast due to rain and river
runoff. The influence of the southard spreading of the high salinity
Arabian sea water during this season is nullified by the rainfall and

river runoff. But the situation is reversed with the northward sprea

ding of upwelling. They move along with the northward spreading othhe
upwelling conditions which provide them with the optimum salinity con

ditions. The northward migration of these fishes is confined to the
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northern limit of the region or upwelling. However it is observed

that except for the Juveniles, salinity is not a major limiting fac
tor when compared to temperature and dissolved oxygen.

During the pre-monsoon (southpeest) period (March-April) the

sea surface temperature increases and the continental shelf is occu

pied by comparatively high temperature and high salinity waters. To

avoid these unfavourable conditions, both oil sardine and.nackerel

migrate away from the coast into deeper water during March-April. A

comparison of the monthly mean temperature (lom. depth at 2nd station

£rom.the coast) for the period Julyéoctober for the upwelling area

between Quilon and Karwar indicated a.mean temperature range of 23.#

to 26§#9c. In.theRatnagiri section the same varied between 27.590 and

28.306 during the same period. From these contrasts.in the spatal var

iations of sea water temperature and the northern limit of the fishery

for oil sardine and.mackerel, it could be inferred that these fishes
hare less tolerance for temperature above 27.0°c. After“Harch when

the sea surface temperature increased much above the limit of toleru

ence, (27.0°c) the fishery gradually subsided and by April-Hay these

fishes moved away from.the coast to deeper waters of comparatively fav
ourable conditions.

Due to the spatial and year to year variations in the onset,
intensity and duration of the monsoon and the associated upwelling, the
fishery for oil sardine and mackerel exhibits similar fluctuations in

space and time (Tablenah).
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During 1976 (June-July) some or the densest concentrations of

breeding oil sardines were located o£f'Ht. Delli where the temperature

gradients were comparatively less (26°-2?°c). Concentration of breed

ing oil sardines were also found between Calicut and Kasaragod, within

10-15a. miles from the coast in less than 50m. depth. Perhaps it qould

mean that oil sardine prefer areas with comparatively less vertical tem

perature gradients for breeding purposes and normally they move away

Iran the coast in search of suitable enviroment, once they attain the
required maturity.

wring July 1977. it was found that bulk of the pelagic fish
populations avoided areas otupwelling intensity with lot oxygen conc

etrations. Relatively less spanning activity was noted in the coastal
waters during this season. The survey conducted between Bangalore and

Ratnagiri in September (1977) showed that except for the first for net

res of the water column, the entire shelf was occupied by low oxyge

water. It was noted that even demereal fishes, with rare exceptions,
were absent in areas with oxygen concentrations less than 231/1. The

survey during July»August 1978 indicated that the average number of

spawn products was high between AllaPPO¥ and Kasaragod. Intese fish

earning activity, with the peak off Kasaragod, was noted in this area.
The sea surface temperature in this area was comparatively low (22.61 to

26.32°c) with comparatively lees vertical gradients. Oxygen concentra

tions, which were comparatively low below 20m, slowly increased towards

offshore waters (0.16-2.76 ml O2/L).

compared to mackerel, oil sardine was found to have lesser tol
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erahnnz for high salinity waters. This aspect is clearly evident from
the restricted northward migration of the latter up to Karwar.

White-bait:

The whitesbait in the area under study exhibited large scale

seasonal migrations. The observed seasonal fluctuations in distrib

ution, in space and time, along with areas of maximum abundance is

given in Table-25.

From the table, it is evident that white-bait is distributed
on the shelf between Ratnagiri and Quilon during.May. But during the

south-nest monsoon period, between June and September, they migrate

soutn:nards and later south—eastwards to the Cape-comorin—Tnticorin
area. The southward migration seems to be closely related to be sou

therly flow at the surface levels which takes effect during the monsoon.

It is possible that white-bait makes the southerly migration

during June¥July mainly to avoid the comparatively high temperature

(above 28°c) prevailing in the Ratnagiri~Karwar region. when they rear

ch futher south, the effect of the low temperature and less aerated
(less than 23°c and 2 ml/DZ/L) upwelled water for which also the fish

has less. tolerance, ‘drives 1: further south and later towards south

east shere comparatively favourable temperature (between 2h°c} and 270s)

and dissolved oxygen conditions (an 02/1. and above) prevail. During
the period June-October, the fish remains in the area between Cape

ccmorin and Tuticorin in dense concentrations extending from the surface
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to the bottom exhibiting the typical diurnal vertical migrations.

Jhingran (1975) observed that the spawning of Indian anchovy takes

place during November-March. The present study indicated that the

northward migration of the fish starts by early November. The set

ting up of the northerly current with the post monsoon conditions

prevailing along the south-west coast viz. comparatively higher ox

ygen concentrations, the plankton bloom which followed the upwelling

and the gradual rise in temperature resulting from the recession of

the upwelling process provide the fish with the favourable environ

mental conditiohs. By December the distribution spreads almost all

along the area. During both southward and northward migrations exh

ibited by the fish the prevailing surface currents also favour the

passive floating and drifting.

5; POSSIBILITIES OF FORECASTING THE OIL SARDINEIAMACKEREL

AND WHITE-BAIT FISHERY IN THE AREA UNDER smunv

The major pelagic fisheries of the south-west coast of India,
mainly those for oil sardine and mackerel show large scale fluctuati

ons in their occurrence, distribution and abundance. More or less

same is the case with the anchoviella (white—bait) fishery which ex

hibits large scale migrations. The above mentioned fluctuations ass

ume great significance especially because of their impact on the total

marine fish catches of the country. The average annual catch (1973 
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1977) indicate l,h5,000 tonnes of oil sardine, 57,000 tonnes of'nack

erel and 32,000 tonnes of whitebait. As regards oil sardine almost
99% of the catches are landed along the Kera1a.and.Karnataka coasts.

The fishery starts some time in August and continues upto Aprilanay

with the peak during October-January. The average potential stand»

ing stock of oil sardine has been estimated to be about #00, 000 tflfiflr
es of which at least 50% could be harvested. The mackerel fishery is

‘mainly concentrated along the coasts of Goa, Karnataka.and.Kerala durn

ing the period August to Apri1—May. The estimated average standing

stock is about 300,000 tonnes. The white-bait fishery, which exhib

its large scale seasonal migrations, is mainly distributed between
Lat. 149a and 8°n Lat. from October to say and thereafter in the area

between Capo-comorin and Tuticorin during June—August. The standing

stock of white-bait has been estimated to be around 400,000 tonnes.

Taking into consideration the existing facilities available in

the country for a rational exploitation of the above major pelagic

fishery resources and also the various limiting factors. such as the

number and location of operating bases, the crufidng range of different
types of fishing crafts, the weather conditions, availability of suit
able fishing gear, storage/rrocessing facilities both onboard and as»

here, infrastructure for loading of fuel, ice and water, unloading
of catches and Irketing facilities; reduction of searching time to the

bearest minimum assumes great significance. This is especially the
case with the non-nechanised and small mechanised crafts, whose opera

sting ranges are comparatively saller. The above objective could be
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achieved by means of timely forecasts, within reasonable limits, with

regard to the availability of fishable concentrations of some of the
above fishes hy monitoring some of the relevant oceanographic and

biological parameters which are known to influece the movement of

these fishes either directly or indirectly.

The Oilsardine, mackerel and anchoviella fisheriesot the area

under study are directly influenced by the prevailing ocean currents,

seasonal changes in seawater temperature, salinity and dissolved oxy

gen, phenomenon of upwelling and the resultant seouences of primary

and secondary production. This direct relationship is depicted in

fig. 16 and 1? illustrating the relationship between upwelling, plan
kton biomass and the landings of oil sardine and mackerel. The poss~

ible time gap between the upwelling pesky plankton bloom and the ava

itilability of fishable concentrations of oil sardine/mackerel/white

bait, to a certain extent depends upon the intensity of the triggerb
ing phenomenon (upwelling) and also the relative intensity or the tar

ions opposing forces such as deoxygenation, rresh.vater runott, unfa
vourable surface winds etc.

It is possible to evolve a prediction system by monitoring the

relevant oceanographic and biological parameters in the area and tar

ceasting, within reasonable limits, the availability of fishable con
centrations of the above mentioned fishes in pace and time. Similar

forecasts will assist the fishermen in better planning or fishing op
erations and to minimise the searching time, thereby reducing the



F I. G. 16. A

Relationship between upwelling, plankton biomass and

landings of 011 sardine and mackerel during 1973.
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FIG. 16.;

Relationship between upwelling, plankton biomass and

landings of oil sardine and mackerel during 197#.
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F I G. 16. C

Relationship between upwelling, plankton biomass and

landings of 011 sardine and mackerel during 1975.
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PI Go
Relationship between upwelling and landings of oil sardine

and mackerel in the area between Tinnevely and Ratnagiri

during 197?.
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running expenses for-the craft and the crew. The net reult would be
a proportionate lowering of prices which in turn would make cheaper

fish protein available to low income groups.

6. CONCLUSION§

The most important aspect of the oceanography of the area under

study is the prevailing current systems at the surface levels which
change their direction from one season to another. The southerly cu

rrent which develops in May continues until November when the reversal

of the current systm takes place and the northerly current continues

up to April. The southerly current brings comparatively high - saline

Arabian sea waters towards south and the northerly current transports

the 1ess~saline equatorial waters towards north. The effect of the
spreading of the high—saline Arabian sea water towards south is neutr

alised to a large extent by the southnwest monsoon rain and theriver

runoff. Hence the annual salinity cycle at the surface levels is dop

endent on the onset of south-west monson and the direction, velocityor t
and duration of the above mentioned southerly and norther1y,s§:tems.

The sea water temperature within the area under study shows

very wide seasonal and spatial fluctuations. During the south-west

monsoon period, when the northern sections exhibit comparatively high

temperatures, the situation prevailing in the central and southern se

ctions especially in areas where upwelling is very active, is entirely
different. In areas where upwelled water reaches the surface, the sea
surface temperature falls considerably much below what could be expect

ed for the season without the influence of the process.
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The salinity maximum, characteristic of tropical oceans, was

found at depthsof 100-150 m.during the north—east monsoon period and

between 30-50 m. during the south-west monsoon period. The variations

in salinity which are mainly brought about by the influence of rainfall,
river runoff and the prevailing seasonal surface currents are charact

eristic of surface layersa above the salinity maximum layer. Thehori

zontal distribution of salinity during January —March indicate the

existence of a convergence zone which was well developed during the

year l97§ between Karwar and Ratnagiri with a salinity dfference of

2%o. During 1973 the zone, though less developed, was positioned south
of Kasaragod.

In general, the shelf waters were well aerated during themajor

part of the year except during the south-lest monsoon season. In August

the oxycline became very shallot and in areas of intense upwelling the
low oiyti intermediate eaters reached the very surface. The oxygen

deficient waters remained at surface levesls until October, especially

in areas where upwelling was intense. By December, once again the shelf
waters became well aerated.

comparatively low talues of vertical stability perameter obser
ved at the surface levels during the winter season could very well be

indicative of the existence, duration and internsity of the process of
sinking. In areas where upwelling was intense, the unstable conditions
are more revealed at the bottom levels with a.more or less uniform de

crease in the vertical stability values.
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The process of upwelling is very active in certain localities
between Karwar and Cape-comorin. No regularity in the occurrence of

upwelling could be observed for any specific locality. The process

of upwelling which commence in Fibruary at deeper layers continues

during the southywest monsoon and the upwelledwater reaches thesuru

face levels during June—October, depending upon the vertical fiocity
of upwelling. on an average the vertical velocity observed at differe
nt sections rangedbetween 23.cm and 86.cm/ day.

The immdediate effect of the upwelled water reaching the sur

face is the expulsion of all animal life including fishes from the
vicinity as the same is highly oxygen deficient. Dissolved oxygen

concentrations of these water masses slowly increase due to the dissol

ution of atmospheric oxygenjvhich is broughtabout by wind and wave effe

cts. A spurt in the phyoplankton jrcndction leading to a zooplankton
bloom sets in areaslhere bottom waters, rich in nutrients, are brought
up to the surface levels as a result of upwelling. The fishery in the
area under study for oil sardine and mackerel commences immediately

after the south-west monsoon when the zooplankton biomass at the sr—

face layers reaches the peak in areas of effective upwellig.

The process of upwelling is intitiated by the prevailing northp

east wind system whtch removed the surface waters away from the coast

there by inducing subsurface waters to move towards comparatively shall

ower depths near the coast. Once the south-west monsoon sets 1n,the

resulting southerly flow continues the induction process with-theresult,

the sub-surface waters slowly rise towards surface levels, in spite of



the southeeesterly winds which are not favourable for the process

to intensify. lwen when the velocity or the southerly current is

high, the upwelling process is governed by the vertical stability
characteristics of the water column. The monsoon rain and river run

of! increase the stability of the water column at the surface levels

there by opposing the tendency for the upwelled water to reach the
surface.

The vertical time sections for temperature and dissolved

oxygen were found to be good indicators of the commencement, intone

sity and duration of the process of upwelling. The zooplankton bio

mass, in space and time, proved to be a good indicator of the effect

or upwelling on the productivity or the surface waters and the produ

ctivity in turn sntgindicator of the prospects of the enmeing tishery for

oil sardine, and mackerel within the area under study.

The process of sinking, which resulted in the spreading of more

or less uniform temperature and dissolved oxygen conditions in the sub
surface layers, lead to an increase in the vertical extent of the hay
bitat of major pelagic fish populations within the area under study

viz. oil sardine, mackerel and anchovy. As in the case of upwelling,

vetical time sections for temperature and dissolved oxygen were found

to be good indicators of the commencement,intensity and duration of

the process of sinking.

A study on the occurrence, abundance and migrations of oil

sardine, mackerel and anchovy based on observations indicated that
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factors such as the sea water temperature, dissolved oxygen content,

salinity characteritics and plankton biomass at surface levels infl
uenced the abundance and seasonal migrations of these fishes. All

these fishes avoided aéaa. or intmao upwelling activity mainly be

cause of the low dissolved oxygen concentrations and comparatively

low temperature conditions. Anchovy is found to move with the cha

nging surface currents and remain within the optimum temperature ra

nge avoiding oxygen deficient upwelled water and taking advantage of

the prevailing surface currents.

It was found that a prediction system for the major pelagic

fisheries in the area could be evolved out of a systematic monitoring

of both oceanographic and biological parameters mentioned above. Though

qualitative, a direct correlation has been arrived at between the pe
riod of intense upwelling and the zooplankton bloom for different

sections with a time lagifor the completion of the productivity cyclo.,
A similar correlation has been also arrified at between the above fac

tors( upwelling index and zooplankton biomass ) and the fishery for
oil sardine and mackerel
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